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PREFACE

In preparation for the 1995 Russian Duma elections, NDI political trainers Ken Payne, Kate Head, and Sheila O'Connell, along with Russian experts Aleksei Shustov and Oleg Nikishenkov wrote the Strategic Election Planning Manual. This manual has been one of the most popular publications in the National Democratic Institute - Moscow office library and used by countless campaigns over the years.

Alex Grigorievs and I revised and updated the original manual at the beginning of 1998 and realized at that time that, in preparation for the upcoming State Duma elections, we would want to do a more complete revision. This third edition is now called the Political Campaign Planning Manual, a Step by Step Guide to Winning Elections.

As with past editions, this manual combines the ideas and materials that NDI trainers and consultants have used in Russia and the countries of the former Soviet Union since 1992. I have kept the format of the past manuals and referred to them for guidance in putting this manual together. I have expanded the areas that I thought needed more explanation and have added a number of worksheets to aid in the planning process. Finally, I have tried to make the manual country and time neutral by removing most of the references to particular elections and particular countries. What you will find here are the basic principles that can be applied to almost any campaign and any election.

This revision would not have been possible without the assistance of many others. Most important to me has been the support and encouragement Janelle Cousino has provided these past two years in Moscow. I could not have asked for a better partner. Thanks must also go to the current NDI - Moscow training staff, Alex Grigorievs, Raymond Sontag, Dima Valentey, Ali Aliev and Vitaly Charushin for their input and assistance in both my training and contributing to this document. Finally, all of us on the training staff know that our fabulous support staff of Olga Bereslavskaya, Andrey Musin, Rinat Saberov, and Lena Zybina is what makes everything we do possible.

Of course, I am fully responsible for any mistakes or unclear points in this manual. At the very end I have added an evaluation form so that you can let the NDI - Moscow office know what worked and what did not. Your response and input will help make future versions of this manual more useful for everyone.

J. Brian O'Day
Moscow, Russia
INTRODUCTION

A political campaign can be an exciting experience. A great deal will happen between now and Election Day and with a little forethought and planning, you can be prepared for all the twists and turns and, in many cases, control the situation. This manual is designed to help you anticipate what will happen and be better prepared.

While the given political landscape is an important factor in any campaign, in many cases the most important factor - the difference between winning and losing - is what goes on inside the campaign.

There are three types of political campaigns that have nearly no chance to achieve victory on Election Day due to their own internal failures.

The first is the campaign that does not have a persuasive message to deliver to voters and does not have a clear idea of which voters it wants to persuade. This type of campaign lacks direction from the beginning and the situation will only get worse.

Second is the campaign that has a concise, persuasive message and a clear idea of which voters it can persuade but lacks a reasonable plan of what to do between now and Election Day to persuade these voters. This type of campaign wastes time, money and people as it wanders aimlessly toward Election Day. It is often distracted by the days events, by things the opponent's campaign does or by things the press says, spending more time reacting to outside factors than promoting its own agenda.

Finally, the third kind of campaign is one that has a clear message, a clear idea of its voters and a plan to get to Election Day but it fails to follow through on the plan, not doing the hard work day after day to get elected. This is a lazy campaign that makes excuses as to why it cannot do what it knows must be done and in the end makes excuses as to why it lost.

The winning political campaign is most often the one that takes the time to target voters, develops a persuasive message and follows through on a reasonable plan to contact and those voters.

This manual has been developed to assist political parties and candidates in taking these steps to become this type of winning campaign. You should read through the entire manual once so that you have some understanding of the whole process. You should then go through the manual step by step, answering all the questions and filling in all the worksheets. In this way, you will have a good start on writing a campaign plan.

A written campaign plan, like the plan for building a house, defines the overall political landscape, the strategy and resources required to get to Election Day. As with construction plans, this campaign plan should serve as a guide to be referred to when questions arise. Progress can be measured against this outline. You could build a house without plans, but you would make a lot of mistakes, you would waste a lot of materials, time, and money and you probably would not be satisfied with the results. It is the same for the political campaign without a written plan.

While it is true that every campaign is unique, there are some basic principles that can be applied to any election campaign. This manual is designed to help you apply these basic principles to your unique campaign.

The basics of any election campaign are deceptively simple. All campaigns must repeatedly communicate a persuasive message to people who will vote. This is "the golden rule" of politics. A political campaign is a communication process - find the right message, target that message to the right group of voters, and repeat that message again and again.
Unfortunately, the actual planning process is much more difficult than simply following one rule. There is much more that goes into the process. This manual is designed to take the campaign through a step-by-step process to develop a written campaign plan. These steps include:

1. Doing the research necessary to prepare for the campaign.
2. Setting a strategic campaign goal of how many votes are needed to win.
3. Analyzing and targeting voters.
4. Developing a campaign message.
5. Developing a voter contact plan.
6. Implementing that plan.

This manual cannot give you all the answers to all of the problems your campaign will face. It cannot tell you what your campaign message should be. It cannot tell you who are your most likely supporters. It cannot tell you what are the most effective methods of contacting voters in your region. What it can do is provide the questions that will help you think through the planning process in a thorough and methodical way.

Therefore, the candidate, the campaign manager and all the key advisers should conduct a strategic planning meeting and go through this manual seriously and rigorously. Your strategic planning session should also result in a written campaign plan. Too often, politicians believe that they hold the winning strategy "in their heads." In reality they have no strategy at all and are wandering aimlessly. Too often the candidate and the campaign manager believe that they are following a single strategy, only to find out later that their opinions about the strategy are completely at odds. A written campaign plan, agreed upon by the candidate, the campaign manager and all the key advisors, would help avoid such problems. The rule is simple - if a plan is not written down, no plan exists.

Once you have the written plan, you must follow that plan in a disciplined way. As with any plan, it is only as good as its implementation. All campaigns must be flexible to changing circumstances, but these changes should be carefully considered and weighed against the original research and strategy laid out in the plan.

A political campaign is an intense experience and, when done correctly, it is also a lot of hard work. There are no tricks or short cuts to winning the confidence of the voters. A political campaign can also be an exhilarating, rewarding and fun experience. To the campaign workers, you should be commended for offering you time and skills to improve the general situation and make democracy work. To the candidates, you should be commended for stepping forward and offering your services to your community. In doing so you not only serve your community, you are contributing to the democratic process as a whole.

Good luck.
STEP ONE: RESEARCH

Every campaign is different and unique. While certain basic principles can be applied to each campaign, it is important to have a complete understanding of the particular situation and the conditions in which your campaign will be waged. At some point in almost every campaign, someone says, "it is different here" or "you're not taking into account our particular situation." "Step One: Research" is where you start and where you take into account the differences and peculiarities of each campaign. It is here that you have the chance to demonstrate just how different your situation really is.

The first step in developing a winning strategy must begin with a realistic assessment of the political landscape in which you will be running. It is true that you can never know everything about your district, your opponents and the voters. However, by using your time wisely and setting clear priorities, you will be able to compile the kind of information you need to develop a good strategy and be prepared for most events in the coming campaign. There are a number of factors that should be understood as completely as possible as you prepare to write a campaign plan:

1. What is the type of election and what are the rules?
2. What are the characteristics of the district?
3. What are the characteristics of the voters?
4. What has happened in past elections?
5. What are the main factors affecting this election?
6. What are the strengths and weaknesses of your candidate?
7. What are the strengths and weaknesses of all the viable opponents?

Each of these points can be expanded into many more questions (as shown below and in Appendix B). You will know the answers to some questions immediately and others will require some research. In some cases, you may have to take an educated guess about the answer to a particular question, but you should do this only as a last resort.

It is important for the campaign team to take some time to research the answers to as many of these questions as possible. If you have a large, reliable campaign team, you may want to assign different sections to different members of the team. They can then report their findings to the campaign manager who will be responsible for writing the final campaign plan.

Either alone or as a team, it is important that you set and stick to a time limit for doing the research. There will always be more information you can gather, but this will only delay the use of the information you already have in developing your strategy.

In some cases, this type of research may benefit from more scientific methods of obtaining the data, such as political polling or focus groups. You will need to determine what resources are available to you and whether they are worth the expense of time and/or money. In small, local races paying for a poll could cost as much as the whole campaign and therefore should not be considered. On a larger campaign where thousands of dollars will be spent on advertising, you would be foolish not to spend a fraction of that amount to see if the message of that advertising will work.

Appendix B provides a detailed list of the following questions. You are encouraged to answer all of these questions carefully. While a few particular questions may not apply to your race, the complete list is designed to make you think about what is needed to develop a clear strategy.
**ELECTION RULES**

It is important to first determine the type of election in which you will be running and what will be the rules of the election. Much of the basic strategy depends on this information. Is this a legislative office you are seeking or an executive office? Do you need a majority of the votes to win or a plurality? Will there be a runoff election? You should definitely research the laws and, if they are complicated, you may want to ask your political party or a lawyer to draft a memo outlining the most important points. Missing a deadline or violating some part of the law could end your campaign before it has even begun.

**THE DISTRICT**

Once you have determined the basic election rules, you should start to gather as much information on the district and the voters as possible. How large is the district in which you will be running? What type of terrain will you have to cover as you campaign? What type of transportation will you and the voters need to use? How has the population of the district changed recently?

You need to understand the political landscape in which you will be operating. Who are the important political players in the area? How strong are the various political parties in the area? Who are the civic and business leaders that can influence the campaign? Winning the support of a particularly influential leader in the community can often make the campaign much easier.

You also must understand how voters get their information. What are the local media outlets? Who are the reporters and what are their deadlines? How will the election be covered and how does the press view the various candidates? To develop a comprehensive press strategy, it is important to have as much information on the media as possible.

**THE VOTERS**

You will need to break the voters in your district into manageable groups. This is the basis you will later use to develop a strategy for targeting particular voters.

The following are some of the questions you may want to consider. Is there a voter file or accurate list of all possible voters available to the campaign? What support is there for various political parties? What is the demographic composition of the voters? For example, what are the income levels, education levels, professions, ethnic backgrounds, religious backgrounds, age, gender, etc.? Where do people work, shop and play? What is the geographic break down of the voters? What percentage or how many people live in the city, in the rural areas or in small villages? Do the voters live in single-family homes or apartments? How would you describe your supporters and those voters you hope to persuade?

Voters with similar characteristics may have similar interests and may tend to vote the same way. Seniors will be less interested in schools and more interested in pensions while young mothers will be more interested in schools and less interested in pensions. By determining how many senior citizens there are and how many young mothers there are, you will be better able to target your message to groups that matter to your success.

**PAST ELECTIONS**

Often you can gain valuable information about this election by looking at information from past elections. Who ran for this position in your district in past elections and what were the results? How many voters turned out for similar elections in the past? How many votes were needed to win? You may be able to use this type of information to predict the turnout and baseline levels of support in this election. How did candidates with similar backgrounds and messages fare in past
You will want this type of information later when you determine what worked for them and what you will have to do differently to do better than they did.

THIS ELECTION
Next you should look at the factors that will affect this election, namely the various issues that concern voters and other political campaigns, which are being waged in the area. What local, regional or national issues are important to voters? What will motivate voters to go to the polls? How would you describe the voter mood?

What other races will be on the same ballot? Will candidates in other races help or hurt your campaign? Is there the opportunity to work with other campaigns in a coordinated manner? What effect will other campaigns have on the election? Your relationship with your party and other candidates on the same ticket will affect your strategy. Your campaign's message should complement, or at least not contradict, the other messages.

OUR CANDIDATE
The most important factor in your election will be the candidate. During your strategic planning session, you should honestly and candidly judge the strengths and weaknesses of your candidate. As you do this exercise, you should also look at your candidate from the point of view of your opponent. What you may view as a fresh new face with new ideas, your opponent may view as a lack of experience.

You may want to organize your assessment into various sections, such as the candidate's childhood, education, work history, immediate family, and past political positions.

It is important to look for both strengths and weaknesses in all of these areas. By finding weaknesses early, the campaign will be better prepared to deal with them and respond to charges that may come up later in the campaign. Too many candidates have lost because they refused to deal with past mistakes and were caught off guard when their opponents painted the picture of their mistakes in a very unflattering light.

VIABLE OPPONENTS
Once you have determined your own candidate's strengths and weaknesses, the next logical step is to repeat the process for your opponents'. If you are facing several opponents, you should determine which are your strongest competitors for the loyalty of voters you hope to attract. Again, you can organize your assessment into various sections and look for both strengths and weaknesses.

Your opponents will not be forthcoming with information about themselves. You will probably need to do some digging to find reasons for voters to vote against them and for your candidate.

Too often candidates and campaigns view opposition research as looking for the one scandal that will finish off their opponent's campaign. This may happen, but more often what you find is patterns of behavior that you can use to persuade voters to either vote against your opponent or for you. You will use this to create a contrast between your candidate and campaign and your opponents' campaign when you develop your message, but this process is the basis for finding that contrast.

The other mistake campaigns often make, is saying that they do not want to wage a negative campaign. Researching your opponent and waging a negative campaign are two entirely different things. By not taking the time and doing the hard work of opposition research, you forfeit the ability to be prepared for what your opponent will say and do and to build the contrast between yourself and your opponent.
As you gather your opposition research, you must be extremely well organized: list the sources of your documentation, and have a system in place that will allow you to quickly access the information. It will do no good to know something and not be able to provide backup of the information. All of this research should be gathered together in a binder for easy referral and referenced for easy tracking. Being meticulous and organized now will save a lot of time and energy later.

**WORKSHEET 1: ASSESSING THE POLITICAL LANDSCAPE**

1. Set aside a few hours for you and your campaign team to do a comprehensive analysis of the political landscape in which your campaign will be operating. Everyone should have a copy of the questionnaire in "Appendix B: Campaign Research Questions."

2. Answer as many of the questions as possible. If you do not have the answers immediately available, determine where the information can be found and who will be responsible for gathering it. It is important to set a deadline for finding the information. You may want to have a second meeting of the campaign team in a week's time to bring together all the information.

3. Once you have compiled all the research, create a notebook that will provide the details in an organized fashion and draft a summary of the information that will be used as the basis for your strategy and the written campaign plan.
STEP TWO: SETTING A GOAL

The ultimate goal of almost every political campaign is to win elected office. What you need to do here is determine what must be done to achieve that victory. Too often campaigns forget to calculate how many votes will be needed to guarantee victory and determining where these votes will come from. They then spend their precious resources of time, money and people trying to talk to the whole population instead of the much fewer voters they will need to win. Here you will reduce the number of voters with whom you need to communicate to a much more manageable size. As part of your research, you should determine the total population of your district, the total number of voters, the expected votes cast, the number of votes needed to win and the number of households in which these voters live.

Some of the answers that are needed here require you to look into the future and make some educated guesses. Use your best judgment and the information you have found from past elections.

WHAT IS THE TOTAL POPULATION OF THE DISTRICT?
"Total population" is all the people who live in your district. Considering children too young to vote and people not registered in the district, this number should be larger than the total number of voters.

WHAT IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF VOTERS?
"Total number of voters" is all the voters in the district who are eligible to vote and can possibly vote in this election.

WHAT IS THE EXPECTED TURNOUT?
"Expected turnout " is the expected votes cast in this election. Not every voter will vote. Often you can determine how many voters will vote by looking at past similar elections. If there was 35% turn out in the last city election and there are no added factors this time to change the situation, you might figure that about 35% would vote in the city election this time. If on the other hand, there was a 55% turn out in the presidential election and this time the city election is combined with the presidential election, you may want to estimate that 55% will turn out this time.

HOW MANY VOTES ARE NEEDED TO WIN?
This is a very speculative number. What you are looking for is the total number of votes needed to guarantee victory in your race. If you need a majority of the votes to win, this would be 50% of turnout plus one vote. In many cases you only need a plurality of the votes cast or more votes for your candidate than any other candidate in the race receives. In the case of multi-candidate races, you may be able to win with 35%, 30%, 25% or less of the vote. It is important to convert this percentage to a real number. How many actual votes will guarantee your victory? You should be conservative and error on the side of too many votes rather than too few.

HOW MANY HOUSEHOLDS DO THESE VOTERS LIVE IN?
You can reduce this group yet again. On average, let us say that there are two voters per household. Some families may have three or four voters living in the same house. Some voters may be single and live alone. Now, if you think that a husband and wife are likely to vote the same way, you can often assume that if you talk to one member of the family, than you can expect to get the second vote. So, how many households will you need to communicate with to receive the number of votes needed to win?
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

How does all this come together? Let us say that your district has a population of 130,000 people. Of this population, there are 30,000 children below voting age and other non-registered voters, leaving a total number of 100,000 voters. In the last city election, there was 50% turnout of voters, or 50,000 votes cast. You assume it will be the same this time. In a multi-candidate race for city council, the winning candidate received 34% of the vote or 17,000 votes cast. If you figure an average of two voters per household, this would come to 8,500 households.

Now, you cannot assume that every voter you talk with will be persuaded to vote for you. So you should figure to communicating with a larger number of voters in order to receive the votes from 17,000 voters or 8,500 households. Suppose you persuade seven out of every 10 voters you communicate with to vote for you. You will need to talk to 25,000 voters or 13,000 households in order to be assured of support from 17,000 voters or 8,500 households (25,000 x 0.7 = 17,500 and 13,000 x 0.7 = 9,100).

It is still a lot easier to talk with and try to persuade 13,000 families than it is to talk to and try and persuade 100,000 people. This whole process is narrowing the group of people you need to persuade down to a much smaller size.

WORKSHEET 2: SETTING A CAMPAIGN GOAL

Using your research information and your best judgment, answer the following questions and incorporate the answers into your written campaign plan:

1. How many people (not just voters) live in your district?
2. How many of these people are able to vote in this election?
3. What percentage of these voters do you expect to vote in this election?
4. How many expected voters is this in real numbers?
5. How many candidates will be running for this position?
6. How many of these candidates could be considered serious?
7. If the election were held today, what percentage of the vote do you think each candidate would receive?
8. What percentage of the votes cast will be needed to win?
9. How many votes cast in real numbers are needed to win?
10. On average, how many voters live in one household?
11. Do these voters living in the same household all tend to vote for the same candidate?
12. If they do tend to vote for the same candidate, how many households will you need to receive the support of to guarantee victory?
13. If you talk to ten average voters, how many can you persuade to vote for you?
14. How many households will you need to communicate with for your message to reach enough voters to achieve victory?
STEP THREE: TARGETING THE VOTERS

WHAT IS TARGETING?
Once you decide how many votes you need to win and, therefore how many voters you need to persuade to support your candidate, you need to determine what makes these voters different from other voters who will not support your candidate. This process is called "targeting the voters" or simply "targeting." The point of targeting is to determine which subsets of the voting population are most likely to be responsive to your candidate and focusing your campaign efforts on these groups of voters.

You will remember when you worked on "Step One: Research," you were asked to break voters down into more manageable groups. It was said then that you would use this information when you targeted particular voters. That time has come.

WHY TARGET VOTERS?
Targeting is important for two reasons. First, you want to conserve those precious campaign resources of time, money and people, and second, you want to develop a message that will best persuade those voters you still need to convince to vote for you.

CONSERVING CAMPAIGN RESOURCES
If you develop literature for everyone in the district and try to shake the hand of every voter in the district, then you are wasting a lot of money and a lot of time on people who will not vote for you no matter what you say or do.

If, on the other hand, you can identify a smaller but significant group of voters who will most likely be persuaded by your campaign message. You will then be able concentrate your efforts on them and you will have more resources to repeat your message over and over again, until it seems that they have no choice but to vote for your candidate.

Suppose, for example, that you decide that you need to communicate with 33% of the voters to win. If you could identify exactly which voters were most likely to deliver that 33%, then your campaign could reach them with one-third of the resources that you would need for an untargeted campaign. Put another way, if your campaign had the resources to reach every voter in the district one time, you could instead target your efforts to reach your most likely supporters three times.

Candidates that do not take the time to target their voters have lost the right to complain about scarce campaign resources.

PERSUADING TARGET VOTERS
In the next section a good bit of time will be spent discussing your campaign message. Before that however, you need to determine whom the best audience for that message will be. This will help you determine what you can say that is likely to persuade them.

An important rule to remember is that as a party or candidate tries to reach a broader and broader audience, then that party's or candidate's message becomes defused and weaker for each part of that audience. Ultimately, the party or candidate that promises everything to everybody has an empty message that no voter will find credible or compelling.

The goal of targeting, therefore, should be to focus your campaign effort on a range of voters that can deliver approximately the same number of votes that you set as your campaign goal in Step Two. If your target audience is too narrow, you will not attract enough votes to win. If your target
audience is too broad, your message will become diffused, and candidates with better focus will steal parts of the message - and the electorate - from you.

Generally speaking, there are three types of voters: your supporters, your opponents' supporters and those voters in the middle who have yet to make up their minds. Your supporters are those who have already decided to vote for you. Your opponents' supporters are those who have already decided to vote for your opponents. Those voters in the middle who have not yet decided and still need to be persuaded to vote for one or the other candidates are called persuadable voters. It is some portion of these persuadable voters whom you want to target and with whom you want to communicate your message. Remember that a political campaign is a communication process.

**HOW TO TARGET VOTERS**

Once you have determined that you need to persuade only about half of the electorate or less to vote for your candidate, you need to figure out what makes your potential voters different from the others. There are two ways to determine this: geographic targeting and demographic targeting. Most campaigns will use some combination of both methods.

**GEOGRAPHIC TARGETING**

Geographic targeting is simply determining who will vote for your candidate based on where they live. For example, let us say that candidate "A" lives in town "A" and is well known and liked by her neighbors. Candidate "B" lives in town "B" and is well known and liked by his neighbors. Most of candidate "A's" supporters are going to come from town "A" and she needs to go to town "C" to persuade those residents who are not already committed to a candidate in the race that she is the best candidate. She would be foolish and wasting her time to go to town "B" and try to persuade those residents and neighbors of candidate "B" to vote for her.

This is a very simple example, though there are elections where the targeting is that easy. More often the campaign will have to look at past elections to determine past performance, the persuadability of the voters and the expected turnout. This can be best done where data can be obtained for past elections down to the precinct level.

Past performance is the percentage of votes that your candidate, your party or a similar candidate received in past elections. Precincts with high performance contain your most likely supporters. In theory, a campaign should not spend resources on very high-performance precincts; after all, it makes little sense to try to persuade voters who will already vote for you. However, most candidates should some spend resources in areas with a history of voting for democratic candidates and parties in order to solidify their base of support before reaching out to other potential supporters.

The persuadability of voters is the percentage of voters in a precinct that do not vote in a consistent way. It is the difference in percentage of votes for similar candidates either in the same election or two consecutive elections. Voters either "split" their vote (vote for candidates of different orientations in the same election) or "shift" their vote (vote for candidates of different orientations over the course of two or more elections).

In a U.S context, "vote splitting" districts would be districts that voted for Democrat Bill Clinton for President and a Republican member of Congress in the same election. In a Russian context, "vote shifting" districts would be districts that voted for a Communist member of the Duma and then voted for President Yeltsin in the next election less than one year later.

It is generally considered that "vote splitters" and the "vote shifters" are the voters most likely to be persuaded by a campaign's efforts. Because of this, most campaigns spend the majority of their
Expected turnout can be determined by the percentage of voters who turned out in the most recent similar election. It makes no sense to spend campaign resources on people who will not vote, so your campaign should spend more resources on precincts with a history of higher turnout.

Appendix C provides a more detailed look at the methodology used for measuring a precinct's "turnout," "performance" and "persuadability." You will need to determine which formulas make the most sense in the context of your region or election. Once you have decided upon a formula, you can do the math or enter the precinct-level voting data into a computer spreadsheet and determine for each precinct a level of turnout, performance, and persuadability.

You will then be able to rank your district's precincts, as in the following example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precinct Number</th>
<th>Total Votes</th>
<th>Turnout</th>
<th>Democratic Performance (Average of similar parties)</th>
<th>Persuadability (Percentage that sometimes votes democratic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>1,563</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,132</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>55.7%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>1,343</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your campaign should plan different tactics for different types of precincts. In this example, the plan may call for a lot of posters or a series of rallies in precincts like 35 and 107 in order to solidify a very high democratic base. On the other hand, the candidate may want to personally go door to door in precincts like 14 with a high level of "persuadability." Note that while precinct 93 also has a very high level of "persuadability," past turnout indicates that few people living in that precinct will actually vote and the candidate should not waste their time with inactive voters.

DEMOGRAPHIC TARGETING

Demographic targeting is splitting the voting population into various groups or subsets of the population. These groups can be based on age, gender, income, level of education, occupation, ethnic background or any other distinct grouping. The point of breaking the population down like this is that similar people are likely to have similar concerns and vote for the same candidate.

We can then mix groups into cross-sets or break them down further into subsets of subsets. For example, breaking the population down by gender may give you roughly 50% of population for men and for women (do not assume this is always the case). Working women would be a smaller subset of women. Working women with children would be an even smaller subset of working women. Working women with children are likely to have very particular concerns about childcare that, if your candidate addresses, is liable to persuade a large percentage of them to vote for you.

The trick here is for the group not to be so small as to be insignificant. Left-handed concert violin players have specific concerns as well (they are constantly jostled by right handed concert violin players), but winning both of their votes will not move you much closer toward victory.
Our Demographic Groups

Often when determining which groups will be persuaded to vote for a candidate, you should look for groups to which the candidate belongs. Say the candidate is a 38-year-old, college educated small businessman, married with a son and a daughter in school, living in the largest city in the district. His target groups are going to be young people between the ages of 25 and 40, small business people, and parents with school age children. He is less likely to appeal to groups of the voting population to which he does not belong. He will have less appeal to pensioners, workers with less education, and farmers from the rural part of the district. If there are enough votes in his target groups to win and he is the best candidate to appeal to these voters, then he need only to communicate a persuadable message to this group throughout the campaign to win.

There are two things that can make this targeting less likely to work. First, the demographic groups he chooses are too small. Second, there are other candidates with similar backgrounds who are appealing to the same group. In both cases, if another candidate is also appealing to this same group or it is not a large enough part of the population to provide the margin of victory, then the campaign needs to look to collateral groups or those groups nearest in interests for further support.

In the above example he may want to expand his message to include people with a higher education (usually professionals). He would want to broaden his message to appeal to teachers and doctors, which may work nicely with his message to parents with school age children.

The point of all of this is to do the math and figure out how many voters in a particular group can be expected to vote for the candidate if they hear a message that addresses their concerns. You shouldn't expect to win 100% of the vote of any population but if, with a little effort, you can expect to receive 6 or 7 out of every 10 votes cast, than this is a group of voters with whom you should be in touch.

You will not be able to come up with very precise numbers for these groups (politics, after all, is an art, not a science). However, going through this exercise and determining numbers for your subsets and cross-sets will help you determine whether your targeting strategy is realistic or not.

Their Demographic Groups

An important part of demographic targeting is determining which demographic groups will not be part of your targeted audience. During your strategic planning session you should, for example, state explicitly "we will not target government workers" or "we will not target young entrepreneurs." This exercise will help you avoid the trap of defining too wide a targeted audience.

It is often easy to determine which demographic groups you are willing to give to your opponents once you have decided which groups are yours. They are the opposite of the groups that you consider to be your best target groups. For example, older male pensioners are going to have the least in common with young working mothers, so if you have targeted one group, you will most likely give the other group to your opponents. It would be very difficult to develop a message that will persuade both groups that you have their interests at heart.

PROBLEMS WITH TARGETING

Again, demographic targeting is not a precise science; even in the best of circumstances, definitions of demographic subsets are fuzzy and overlap with one another. They can be made more difficult by three factors:

1. A large number of candidates in each race, which forces candidates to consider groups from which they will receive much less than half the vote.

2. The lack of available, accurate demographic data.
3. The undeveloped self-identification of individuals as having specific interests based on their demographic characteristics.

Nevertheless, it is important to do this exercise and look at these issues. Many candidates in the past have lost largely due to a failure to define a target audience. Candidates, when asked to identify their audience tended to respond either 1) by naming every demographic subset imaginable, or 2) by saying, for example, "I represent the intelligentsia." In the first instance, they had no target audience because their target audience was everybody. In the second, their target audience was simply too small to bring them victory (the intelligentsia is a relatively minor part of the voting population and is, moreover, claimed by virtually every democratically oriented party).

**BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER**

The following chart provides one model of how to relate targeting to your campaign efforts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Likely Voter</th>
<th>Potential Voter</th>
<th>Non-Voter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likely Supporter</strong></td>
<td>A Solidify Support Base</td>
<td>D Focus on Motivating to Vote</td>
<td>G Possible motivation effort (last priority)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential Supporter</strong></td>
<td>B Primary focus for message communication and persuasion</td>
<td>E Secondary focus for persuasion</td>
<td>H No Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unlikely to Support</strong></td>
<td>C Possible Communication (low priority)</td>
<td>F No Program</td>
<td>I No Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanations**

Box A: People who are most likely to vote and are most likely to support you are your base of support. You should, first of all, plan activities to solidify this support.

Box B: Likely voters who are potential supporters are your number one target for your persuasion efforts. Spare no effort on these voters.

Box C: Do not spend too much time on people who aren't likely to support you. In fact, your activities may make it more likely that they will go to the polls and vote for your opponents.

Box D: Likely supporters who are only potential voters must be persuaded to vote. Target these people with motivational messages and a strong Election Day push to make sure as many of them as possible vote.

Box E: Potential voters and supporters are important but not crucial. Focus on them only after you've communicated with Boxes A and B.

Box G: Possible target for motivational efforts. But do not spend scarce campaign resources here until you've thoroughly covered the boxes above or if you need these votes to win. Your time, money and people would be better spent above.
Boxes F, H, and I: Do not waste efforts on these voters.

**VOTER ANALYSIS**

Having determined a target audience for your campaign, you should make an effort to understand the members of this target audience thoroughly. The four areas you should analyze are values, attitudes, issues and desire for leadership qualities.

**VALUES**

What are the core values that unite the voters in your target audience? For example, which do they value more: Social protection or economic opportunity? Societal order or personal freedom? Stability or reform? Peace or military security? What values do they share with the rest of the population? What values set them apart from the rest of the population?

**ATTITUDES**

Are voters optimistic or pessimistic about the future? Are they trustful or mistrustful of government and other social institutions? Do they feel better off or worse off now than in the past? Do they want change or stability?

**ISSUES**

What are the important issues that will make voters sit up and take notice of this election? Generally, you should know whether voters are more concerned about economic issues, social issues, or foreign policy issues. Examples of more specific questions to ask might include the following: Is controlling crime more important or less important than it was in the past? Will your position on business investment be important in this election, or will no one care?

**LEADERSHIP QUALITIES**

What qualities do voters most want to see in their leaders? Are they looking for stable, experienced leadership, or do they want someone young and dynamic who will shake up the establishment? Would they prefer leaders from the intelligentsia, or do they want leaders who can relate to the concerns of the common man?

**SOCIОLOGICAL RESEARCH**

Whenever possible, your voter targeting and analysis should be tested through solid sociological research. Campaigns that are not based on solid research are like drivers at night without headlights. They often do not see what is right in front of them until it is too late.

Most politicians everywhere believe that they have a natural gift for understanding "the people." They believe that they know, without doing research, what issues to discuss, what values to invoke, and what concerns to address in order to attract the interest of their voters. They are often surprised either by the results of a political poll or by the results on Election Day.

Most political activists use two types of sociological research to help them plan their campaign strategies: focus groups and political polling. Focus groups are designed to gain unscientific, qualitative knowledge about the values, attitudes and concerns of voters, while political polling is used to gain scientific, quantitative knowledge. The theory and methodology of sociological research is beyond the scope of this document, however there are some materials on polling included in Appendix D.
WORKSHEET 3: GEOGRAPHIC TARGETING
Answer the following questions to determine the geographic targeting for your campaign:
1. Where do all the candidates live? Are there any distinct geographic areas of support for any particular candidate?
2. What are the past performances of similar candidates in each precinct of the district?
3. What is the level of persuadability of voters in each precinct of the district?
4. What is the expected turnout of each precinct of the district?

WORKSHEET 4: DEMOGRAPHIC TARGETING
Answer the following questions to determine the demographic targeting for your campaign:
1. What are the demographic profiles (age, gender, profession, education, etc.) of all the viable candidates, including your candidate?
2. What demographic groups should support your candidate?
3. Are there enough votes within these groups to win the election?
4. Are there other candidates appealing to the same demographic groups?
5. What demographic groups will you concede to your opponents?
6. What collateral groups might you appeal to if need be?

WORKSHEET 5: BRINGING TOGETHER ALL THE TARGETING
Answer the following questions and incorporate the answers into your written campaign plan:
1. List all the likely supporters, both geographically and demographically.
2. List all the potential supporters, both geographically and demographically.
3. List all the unlikely supporters that you will concede to your opponents.
4. What are the values of both likely and potential supporters? Do they differ in any significant way?
5. What are their attitudes?
6. What issues concern these voters?
7. What leadership qualities are they looking for?
8. Which of the answers to questions 4 through 7 are likely to be the most important factors influencing your target voters in this election?
STEP FOUR: DEVELOPING THE CAMPAIGN MESSAGE

WHAT IS A MESSAGE?

Once you have decided who your target audience is, you need to decide what you will say to persuade them to vote for you. This is your campaign message. It tells the voters why you are running for this particular office and why they should choose you over your opponents for the same office. Sounds simple, doesn't it? Well, once again, it is deceptively complicated.

For example, let us start off by saying what a message is not. A campaign message is not the candidate's program of what they will do if elected, it is not a list of the issues the candidate will address, and it is not a simple, catchy phrase or slogan. All of these things can be part of a campaign message, depending on whether or not they will persuade voters, but they should not be confused with the message, a simple statement that will be repeated over and over throughout the campaign to persuade your target voters.

WHAT VOTERS CARE ABOUT AND HOW THEY GET THEIR INFORMATION

There are two important things you need to remember about voters. The first is what is important to them and the second is their sources of information.

Take a minute to think, what are the most important issues in the average voters' minds? Their list of priorities is probably something like the following:

1. How are they getting along with their husband, wife, boyfriend, girlfriend or whatever?
2. How are their children or parents doing, either in school or in life?
3. How are they doing in their jobs or whether or not they will have enough money to get by?
4. How is their football team doing, why do they keep losing and whether or not they will be able to see the next game?
5. Who should they vote for in the election tomorrow?

The point is that you and your election campaign are pretty low in the average voter's list of priorities and rightly so. All of the other things higher on the list will have much more direct impact on their lives in the very short term and, with a little attention from them, they will have much more impact on those things.

The second thing to remember is that voters are being bombarded with information everyday. They get news on television and the radio, they get reports at work, they get advertisements all the time, and they hear that juicy piece of gossip about the neighbor down the street. Candidates think that their competition is the other person running for the same office, when in reality their competition for the voter's attention is all the other sources of information the voter receives everyday. Your campaign message has to break through that thick wall of other information.

So, while candidates and campaign workers are spending hours and hours, days and days, months and months, thinking about, worrying about, doing something about this campaign, voters will give you a minute or two of their precious time and attention. You must not waste it.

Advertising companies understand all this. That is why they come up with a clear, concise message and spend a lot of money making sure their target audience sees, hears and tastes that message as many times as possible. You must do the same thing. You can spend hours and hours writing the most thoughtful position papers and newsletter articles, but if the voters throw them away in 15 seconds, if no one reads them, you are wasting your time.
This said, you should have the greatest respect for voters. They can see through an insincere message quicker than the politician can say it.

**CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD MESSAGE**

There are a number of criteria that make up a strong message.

**A MESSAGE MUST BE SHORT**

Voters have very little patience for listening to long-winded politicians. If you cannot effectively deliver your message to a voter in less than one minute, then you will surely lose that voter's attention and probably their vote.

**A MESSAGE MUST BE TRUTHFUL AND CREDIBLE**

The message needs to come from the values, practices, policies and history of the candidate. It cannot be inconsistent with the candidate's background. In addition, your message should be believable; candidates who make unrealistic promises simply add to voter apathy. Voters must believe what you say, both about yourself and what you will do, is true. It is therefore critically important to backup your statements with evidence of experience or knowledge from your personal past. Saying you understand a problem or issue without demonstrating why or how you understand it is a waste of your time and the voters' time.

**A MESSAGE MUST BE PERSUASIVE AND IMPORTANT TO VOTERS**

You must talk about topics that are important to your target audience. These topics will often be problems that voters face everyday in their lives, not issues that politicians think are important to public policy. Voters are more likely to support candidates that talk to them about their jobs, the children's education or their pension then a candidate that talks about the budget, even though the budget may deal with all of these things. Remember you are trying to convince the voter that you are the best candidate to represent them and persuade them to do something, namely vote for you.

**A MESSAGE MUST SHOW CONTRAST**

Voters must make a choice between you and other candidates. You need to make it clear to the voters how you are different from the other candidates in the race by contrasting yourself with them. If every candidate stands for economic development and social security, then voters will have no way of making a clear choice. If, on the other hand, you support tax cuts for this particular industry and your opponents do not, then the voters will have a very clear choice. Filling out the message box, which will be discussed in some detail later, will help with developing a clear contrast. Appendix E also provides some advice on how to draw a clear contrast with your opponent.

**A MESSAGE MUST BE CLEAR AND SPEAK TO THE HEART**

Your message must be delivered in language the voters use and understand easily. Too often politicians want to impress the voters with how smart they are, using technical words that either the voters do not understand or have no real meaning for them. You do not want to make the voting public have to work to understand what you are talking about.

Creating a visual image in the minds of voters is much better. Talk about people, things and real life situations to describe abstract ideas, such as "economic policy."
Politics is an emotional business and politicians who appeal to the hearts of voters generally defeat those who appeal to their heads. This does not mean that you should abandon the intellectual basis of your party or candidacy or that you should underestimate the intelligence of the voter. This means that you must find a way to tie your campaign message to the core values of your voters and make it clear that you understand the problems they face everyday.

A MESSAGE MUST BE TARGETED
As discussed in "Step Three: Targeting the Voters," if your campaign message speaks to everyone, then in reality, it speaks to no one. The people who will vote for you are different from those who will not vote for you and both groups have different concerns. Your campaign must determine what these differences are and address your message to your likely supporters. In many cases, voters just need clear information about who really represents their interests. If they have that information, they will vote for that person. Politicians often fail to provide that clear information. They seem to expect voters to either somehow know it without being told or wade through everything the politician says to figure it out.

A MESSAGE MUST BE REPEATED AGAIN AND AGAIN
Once your campaign determines what message will persuade your target voters to vote for your candidate, then you must repeat that same message at every opportunity. Voters are not paying attention to your campaign. Just because you say something does not mean they are listening or will remember what you said. For your message to register with the voters, they have to hear the same message many times in many different ways. So, if you change your message, you are only confusing the voters.

WORKSHEET 6: WHY ARE YOU RUNNING FOR THIS OFFICE?
1. Make a list of all the reasons why voters should vote for your candidate or your party.
2. Now, choosing the most compelling reasons from above, write a brief statement about your candidate. This should be the answer to the question "why are you running for this office?" or "why should I support you?"
3. Now, read the statement aloud and time yourself. You must be able to complete the statement in less than one minute. If you go over a minute, you must trim your message. Takeout any long phrases or explanations. Remember that voters will not be paying attention to all of your ten-minute speech.
4. Grade your message against the above criteria. Is it credible and truthful? Do you backup your statements with personal experience from your past? Are you talking about things that will be important to your target voters? If you are running over one minute, then there are probably a lot of useless words and phrases that you can delete. Do you offer a clear choice between your candidate and your major opponents?
5. Now rewrite your statement, taking into account those things you missed the first time. You still must keep your message under one minute. As you write and rewrite this statement, as you begin using it as you talk to voters, it will continue to improve.

WORKSHEET 7: THE MESSAGE BOX
The American political strategist Paul Tully designed the following exercise to help candidates design their messages and think through their election strategies methodically and thoroughly. He called this exercise the "message box." The message box requires candidates not only to determine
what they will be saying during the campaign, but also how they will respond to their opponents' attacks.

On a large piece of paper or a chalkboard, draw the following graph:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What We Say About Us</th>
<th>What We Say About Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What They Say About Us</td>
<td>What They Say About Them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now fill in each box with as much information as possible.

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT US
How do the candidate and the campaign define themselves? This quadrant is filled with all the positive things the campaign wants the voters to know about your candidate. This is mostly the information you put down in Worksheet 6.

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT THEM
How does your campaign define your various opponents? This quadrant is filled with all the negative things the campaign would want the voters to think about your opponents, the reasons why voters should not vote for them. You may not say these things directly, but you should at least know what they are.

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US
In this quadrant the campaign must begin to view your candidate and campaign from the point of view of your major opponents. What would the opponents want the voters to think about your candidate and why, in their opinion, should the voters not vote for your candidate?

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT THEM
As you continue to view your campaign through the eyes of your major opponents, now look at how they would define themselves. Why, in your opponents' opinion, should voters vote for them?

If done correctly, the complete message box should outline everything that could possibly be said during the election campaign by both your candidate and all of your major opponents. This includes things that may go unsaid or charges made by implication. For example, if you say that you are the more experienced candidate, by implication you are saying your opponents lack experience. By saying you are honest, you can imply that your opponents are corrupt. Your opponents can do this to your candidate as well. If, for example, when they say that they care about education, they are implying that you do not care about education. How will you respond to their charges, both stated and implied?

Often the difficulty is putting yourself in the role of your opponents and view your opponents positively and yourself negatively. Remember, just because your opponents say it does not mean that it has to be true. The real question is what will voters believe? If you do not respond to what they say, the voters may take their information as the truth.

The other important part of this exercise is to have answers for the possible charges your opponents will say about you. If they attack you or blame you for something in one of their boxes, how do you respond in your boxes?
CREDIBILITY - RAISING YOUR CREDIBILITY WITH VOTERS AND LOWERING YOU OPPONENTS CREDIBILITY WITH VOTERS

As you consider your message and develop the contrast with your opponents, you should keep in mind that what you want to accomplish in the end is to have more credibility with your target voters than you opponents have. In other words, you want more of your target voters to view you as the better candidate and vote for you. There are two ways to accomplish this.

First, you can do and say things to raise your credibility in the eyes of the voters. You may do this by concentrating on your positive characteristics and popular stands on issues.

Second, you can try to lower your opponents' credibility in the eyes of the voters. You may do this by pointing out what voters will view as the negative characteristics of your opponents or unpopular positions on issues.

Which of these methods you choose and in what combination most often depends on what position you find yourself in over the course of the campaign. Often, if you are ahead in the polls and can expect to win easily, then you can concentrate on raising your credibility. You will not want to mention your opponents and bring attention to them. You also do not want to risk alienating voters by running what may be viewed as a negative campaign or unnecessarily attacking your opponents.

On the other hand, if you find yourself behind in the polls, raising your credibility may not be enough to win. In this case you may be want to raise your credibility and, at the same time, work to lower your opponents' credibility. In a sense, you have nothing to lose (you are already losing) by attacking your opponents and everything to gain (you may win).

ISSUES AND THE CAMPAIGN MESSAGE

As stated above, your campaign message is not your program or the list of issues you will address. Still, your campaign should address the issues that are important to your target voters.

You may think of your campaign's message as the trunk of a large oak tree, strong, stable and well rooted in your candidate's values and personal experience. Following this analogy, the campaign issues that you will discuss are the tree branches, covering a wide area but all firmly connected to your message tree trunk. Similarly, your campaign must cover a broad range of issues that concern your target audience. However, in order to address these issues effectively, in order to avoid confusing your target voters with a jumble of incoherent program ideas, you must tie all of your issues to your campaign message.

Governor Bill Clinton's 1992 challenge campaign against President George Bush provides an excellent example of how to do this. Clinton's message was a simple one:

After twelve years of Republican leadership resulting in social stagnation and economic recession, the American people are ready for change. The choice in 1992 is clear: change or more of the same.

The Clinton campaign did an excellent job of tying each campaign issue to this message. If, for example, Bill Clinton talked about health care reform, the question was change or more of the same? If Clinton talked about education, the economy, social welfare or anything else, the question was always the same, change or more of the same?

It should be noted that the Clinton message strategy met all of the criteria for a good message and followed the recommendations outlined in this Campaign Planning Manual. For example:

The campaign message was based on solid research. Political polls and focus groups showed that the American people were, in fact, hungry for change.
The message was short, truthful and credible, important to a majority of voters, showed contrast with Bush and the Republicans, and spoke clearly to the heart of the American people.

The message was designed for a discrete target audience, workers and the middle class who felt that Republican policies were not helping them to get ahead.

Bill Clinton stayed on message continuously. He repeated the same message, "change or more of the same," at every opportunity.

**ISSUE SELECTION**

It is important not to confuse a problem with an issue. A problem is a condition that needs addressing, such as economic problems. An issue is a solution or partial solution to a problem, such as increased investment in education and small business to address problems with the economy.

As you consider what issues your campaign will address through its message, there are two important things to remember. First, how important is this particular issue to your target voters? Second, which candidate has the better position on this issue in the eyes of the voters? Too often, candidates either focus on issues that are not important to voters, ignoring more important issues, or they focus on issues where their opponents' can claim with a certain amount of credibility or a better position on the issue.

The following exercise illustrates this point.

**WORKSHEET 8: DETERMINING ISSUE IMPORTANCE AND POSITION**

Suppose that your candidate is considering ten issues that may become factors in the upcoming election campaign. In order to preserve the focus of your campaign, you want to concentrate on only two or three, but which ones? Using this type of graph may help you choose.

First, rank the ten issues (A through J) in order of importance to your target voters (the numbers along the side of the box). In this example, Issue C is most important to voters, followed by Issues G, F, J, E, A, D, H, B, and I respectively.

Second, rank the issues in order of how well your candidate does on these issues in comparison to your major opponents (the numbers along the bottom of the box). In this example, the voters believe the candidate will best be able to address issue G, followed by Issues J, A, I, B, E, H, F, C and D respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now, plot out these ten issues as shown on the graph, placing them in the various quadrants. The example should look something like the following graph:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Important/Poor Position</th>
<th>Very Important/Good Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your campaign should focus on the issues that fall into the upper-right-hand quadrant. In this example, the candidate should focus on Issues G and J. The target audience believes that these issues are important and they believe that your candidate is best positioned to deal with them.

Focusing on issues in the lower-right-hand quadrant (Less Important/Good Position) will not help your candidate very much because the target audience does not consider them very important. Although focusing on these issues will not hurt the candidate, you should not waste scarce resources talking about things that the target audience does not care about.

Focusing on issues in the upper left-hand quadrant (Very Important/Poor Position) is actually quite dangerous. Although the target audience considers them important, they believe that other candidates are more likely to better deal with them. Thus, every time that your candidate talks about Issues C and F, your campaign is bringing the voters' attention to the strengths of your opponent. In other words, you are spending your own resources to help your opponent.

Candidates often wrongly believe that it is possible to change voter's minds about their positioning on issues. From a psychological standpoint, it is very difficult to change a voter's mind about any issue; it is much easier to turn the focus of the debate onto issues where your candidate is well positioned. In the example above, why should your candidate spend scarce resources trying to change people's minds about Issue C when he can immediately get favorable attention talking about Issue G?

**SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND MESSAGE DEVELOPMENT**

Your campaign's message development, like its voter targeting and analysis, should be based on solid research. For example, when you fill out an issue chart, like the one above, you should not sit and guess about the relative importance of each issue and your positioning on it. If at all possible, your rankings should come from polling information.
Also, you should use sociological research to test your campaign's message before the start of the election campaign. You would never spend thousands of dollars on a car without driving it to see whether or not it runs. Why would you spend the same thousands of dollars to publicize a message without testing it to see whether or not it will be effective? Focus groups may provide the best low-cost alternative to polling for testing your campaign's message.

**STAY ON MESSAGE**

Once you have developed a clear, concise, persuasive message it is important that you use that message at every opportunity and not deviate from it throughout the campaign. This is called "staying on message."

In the next chapter we will discuss various methods of contacting voters. It is important that every method you use incorporates the same message. Often one type of voter contact will reinforce the message delivered using a different type of voter contact. For example, a brief thirty second television commercial can reinforce the message delivered in the literature and in the press. By using the same message in all your voter contact, you are less likely to confuse voters who may not be paying close attention and reinforce what they have heard. It is often said that voters have to hear the same message as many as seven times for it to sink in and register with them.

Often the opposition or the press will do something or say something that will drag you and the campaign "off message." If you respond, you will not be talking about the issues you want to talk about but will be talking about the issues your opponent wants to talk about. In most cases, you should respond to any charges but then quickly shift the conversation back to the issues and the message you want to address.

It is also important that you not bury the message under too much information. After talking to supporters, candidates and political activists often wrongly believe that voters want more information. One should not confuse ordinary voters who may still need to be persuaded with supporters who are probably already convinced to vote for your candidate or party and want more information. You can often supply this need for more information in the form of position papers or articles but you must summarize the main points in a one page press release that delivers the message in the first sentence. You should further summarize the message in a quality piece of literature that grabs the voters attention with pictures and headlines and doesn't let go until your message is delivered. This literature will be the bulk of your voter contact delivery method. If someone says that they want more information you can give them the press release or position paper. We will discuss in some length how to create quality literature, but the point is to deliver your message as effectively as possible to as many voters in your target audience as possible.
STEP FIVE: DEVELOPING A VOTER CONTACT PLAN

Once you have decided whom you will be talking to and what you will be saying, the next step is to decide how you will be saying it. In other words, how will you get your campaign's message out to voters?

Before you look at the various methods for reaching voters, there are some important points that apply to all of the methods. First is the rule of finite resources, which means that you must determine how much each method will cost in terms of time, money and people. Second is the interchangeability of the resources and the methods, meaning that you can often accomplish the same task using different resources. Finally, there is the effectiveness of each method at persuading voters, identifying supporters and turning out your vote. It is important to plan well in advance for each phase of the campaign, including turning voters out on Election Day.

THE RULE OF FINITE RESOURCES

As stated before, a political campaign is a communication process and all campaigns have three basic resources available to accomplish this communication - time, money and people. These resources can come together in an unlimited number of combinations and the trick is to select the best possible combination and use all three resources in the most efficient manner. You want to make the largest impact on the voters for each volunteer hour and each amount of money you spend.

In planning the voter contact part of your campaign, it is critically important to remember that you have finite resources. Every decision to do something is a decision not to do something else. When you have twenty volunteers hand out literature, these twenty volunteers cannot make phone calls at the same time. When you spend money on television, you do not have that money to spend on mail. Time spent greeting shoppers at the market is time taken from going door to door. It is important to budget all three resources - time, money and people - so that you have them when you need them and all three resources are used most efficiently. You want to make the largest impact on the voters while using as few of these resources as possible.

INTERCHANGEABILITY OF RESOURCES AND METHODS

It is important to remember that you can often use different resources and different methods to accomplish the same objective. Suppose you decide that you need to persuade 10,000 voters to vote for you. One thousand reliable volunteers can go door to door tomorrow and persuade 10 voters each to vote for your candidate (no time, no money but lots of people). By yourself, you can personally talk to 10,000 voters, at 50 voters a day over the next 200 days (no money, no people but lots of time). Or you can contact all 10,000 tomorrow without any help by airing a great television commercial. It will cost you a lot of money (no people, no time but money).

These are extreme examples, but they illustrate how interchangeable the resources and the methods are. You need to first figure out what you want to accomplish and then figure out which of the many ways is best for you achieve your objective. If one method does not seem possible, you can often find another method. This is why planning is absolutely necessary. It is the campaign that does not have a written plan which often finds that it can not raise the money it needs, does not have the volunteers it needs and has squandered its time.

EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR VOTER CONTACT

Each type of voter contact can accomplish three things to varying degrees - persuade target voters, identify supporters and turnout your vote. These varying degrees determine the effectiveness of
your voter contact effort. It is important that a campaign choose methods that, when combined, accomplish all three of these tasks.

Now that you have a clear, concise and effective message, it is important to use that message to persuade your target group of voters that your candidate is the best choice. Voters need to know what your message is and they need to hear it many times for it to register with them. You must repeatedly communicate a persuasive message to people who will vote.

Finally, as the election period draws to a close, there comes a time when you can no longer persuade voters and your efforts should be spent on making sure that those people who support your candidate turn out to vote for your candidate.

In order to do this, you must have some way of identifying who supports you and who has been persuaded through your voter contact effort to support you. Well before Election Day you must have spent time identifying your supporters. It is also important to know how you will reach them in a very short period of time.

**PERSUADE TARGET VOTERS**

Most of your campaign effort will go toward persuading your target voters that you are the best candidate and it is in their interest to go to the polls and vote for you. Everything you have done up to this point - all the research, setting the goal, targeting the audience and developing a persuasive message - has brought you to this point. Now you need to decide what is the easiest way for you to communicate with this large group of people and convince them to vote for you. There is no point in having a great message if the voters do not know about it.

People are often persuaded when they hear the same thing from many different sources. If they hear that you are a good candidate from a respected civic organization, meet the candidate going door to door, see some persuasive campaign literature, and read a favorable article in the newspaper, than they will more likely remember the candidate and more likely vote for that candidate. None of these contacts should be left to chance. A well organized campaign will make sure that all of these contacts happen and that the same message is delivered each time so that the message reinforces itself each time.

**GET OUT THE VOTE**

It does no good to have spent months persuading your target audience that you are the best candidate if they do not go to the polls on Election Day and vote for you. Individual voters often feel that their one single vote does not matter. They need to know that they are part of something bigger and that their support for your candidate is important. Often a simple reminder - either a phone call or piece of literature - can be enough to ensure that they vote.

The "get out the vote" (GOTV) effort is often viewed as a separate phase of the campaign. In fact, it should be viewed as the final phase toward which everything else in the campaign builds. If you compare a political campaign to a business selling a product, in this case selling the candidate to the voters, then Election Day is the only day in which you can make the sale. It is important that the voters be motivated enough to "buy your product" on that one day. The deadline for all the campaign and particularly the GOTV part of the campaign is the close of the polls on Election Day. Either you are prepared to make that final push or you are not. There are no second chances.

This GOTV effort can be accomplished in many different ways but the various methods differ in one important factor - whether or not the campaign knows who is being contacted.

In areas where a candidate has considerable support - say six out of every ten voters will vote for them - it is not necessary to identify supporters. You will know that the more voters you remind
about Election Day and make sure that they vote that your candidate will receive the majority of the votes. In these areas you can organize what is called a "blind pull" of voters or pulling everyone to the polls regardless of whether or not you know whom they are supporting. In these areas where the support is very strong the campaign can put up signs reminding voters about Election Day and encouraging them to vote. They may want to phone as many of the voters as possible to make sure they turn out.

In other areas where support is less sure, you will want to only remind those voters you know support you. It is therefore important to have spent time identifying which voters will support you well in advance of the GOTV effort. Once you have developed a database or list of supporters, it is important to have the resources and the means of communicating with them in the short period of time just before the election. It is therefore important to budget enough time, money and people and have a realistic plan of how you will get in touch with your supporters.

VOTER IDENTIFICATION

Because so much of the GOTV effort relies on having an accurate list of supporters well in advance of Election Day, it is important to know how you will identify supporters starting early in the campaign. You need to spend resources persuading your voters. However, if you only communicate with them, you are relying on them to go to the polls on their own. This can be a gamble that you need not take. You can increase your chances if you know who has been convinced and you have the ability to get them to the polls.

It is often possible to find out which candidate voters support just by asking them. People generally like to be asked their opinion and are willing to tell you what they are thinking. Develop a simple "1-2-3" scale so that a confirmed supporter is labeled a "1," an undecided voter is a "2," and a supporter of an opponent is a "3." As your campaign communicates with voters, try to judge their level of support. You will want to spend most of your resources on number "2" voters in your target audience.

As you identify voters, you will want to have some method of keeping track of them and their levels of support. You can use a simple card file or even better, a computer database that you will be able to continuously update and sort the files to meet your needs.

It is important that this database be as accurate as possible. Do not consider someone a supporter unless they have told you so directly. Often people will not want to offend you or argue with you if they have not made up their mind or actually support your opponent. For this reason you may not want to bias them by telling them you are calling from the campaign.

TYPES OF VOTER CONTACT ACTIVITIES

With all of these things in mind, it is important to ask the following questions as you consider the various types of voters contact.

1. How much does it cost in time, money and people?
2. Do you know what voters are being reached?
3. Are they being persuaded?
4. Can you find out if they support your candidate and make sure that they vote for your candidate?

Each of the following types of voter contact meets these various criteria to varying degrees.
LITERATURE DROP
A literature drop is when volunteers go door-to-door leaving a piece of literature about the candidate at each household. A large number of volunteers can cover a large area relatively quickly and, because you know that the houses are in the voting district, you know that only potential voters are being reached. The volunteers are not talking with voters, so they do not identify supporters, but they can leave a reminder to vote at the supporters' homes just before Election Day.

LITERATURE HANDOUTS
Your campaign can also hand out literature wherever people gather in large numbers. This could be at markets, factory gates, train stations, metro stops, etc. While this may be a lot easier or quicker than the literature drop at the voters' homes, it is less targeted because you are not certain that the people who take your literature live in the district or can vote for your candidate.

Often this type of activity is targeted around a particular issue that will concern those gathered in that area. For example, you may want to hand out a piece of literature about saving a factory at the gates of the factory, or repairing the metro at a metro stop, or building a new senior center where seniors are gathered.

MAIL
Sending campaign literature to voters through the mail can be very effective at delivering your message and persuading them to vote for you. Depending on what type of list you have, you may be able to target voters either by geography or demographics (age, gender, etc.). For example, you could send something outlining your stand on one issue to senior citizens and send a different piece outlining your stand on a different issue to young women. Again, you will know that those who receive your mail live in the district.

DOOR TO DOOR
One of the most effective ways to persuade voters is to go from house to house, apartment to apartment, door to door, talking to individual voters one at a time. You are able to hear the problems they face, tailor your message to meet their individual concerns and gauge the level of support. Often voters are impressed that a candidate would bother to come meet them and you can gain their support just by making the effort.

Obviously this is going to be very time consuming method of voter contact. Depending on the types of neighborhoods you will be walking in, a candidate who is disciplined can talk to approximately 50 voters a night or around 300 voters a week. This is assuming that you canvas for about three hours a night and spend no more than three minutes with each voter (allowing a little bit of time to get from door to door). Now you understand why you have to be able to deliver your message in less than a minute.

Because door to door is so time consuming, there are a number of things you can do to make it more effective and make sure you stay on schedule. Once again, these things require forethought and planning. You may consider adapting these methods to fit your circumstances.

 Voters are more likely to remember a candidate's message if they hear it more than once, so a candidate is more likely to make an impression if they can increase their voter contact at the door from one time to two, three or four times. This can be done by first having the campaign deliver a piece of literature to the target voters homes a week before the candidate walks the neighborhood, stating that the candidate will be walking. This can be either mailed or dropped by volunteers and...
should deliver the campaign message. Then, when the candidate actually shows up, they are keeping their first promise to voters.

The candidate then walks the neighborhood delivering the message both verbally and through a piece of literature that is left with the voter. Finally, if the campaign is able to keep track of who the candidate talked to and who was missed, it will be able to deliver a follow-up card a week later, stating that the candidate was either happy to have met the voter or sorry to have missed them.

The best way to keep the canvass on schedule is to have a trusted volunteer accompany the candidate as they go door to door. This person is responsible for carrying all the literature, knocking on the doors, and introducing the candidate when someone answers the door. The volunteer then moves on to the next door while the candidate talks to the voter, keeping a record of which doors are answered and which not. If the candidate gets bogged down with a voter who wants to talk, it is the volunteer's role to go back and tell the candidate and the voter that they have to keep moving. In this way it is the volunteer who plays the role of the bad guy.

PHONING

The telephone can be used to persuade voters to vote for your candidate, identify supporters and remind those supporters to go vote for your candidate. Each of these should be a separate phone call. Most often the phone is used to identify supporters and turnout the vote. Both of these can be relatively short calls.

Phone calls can be made either from volunteers' homes or from a central location with a lot of phones. These central locations, called phone banks, can be either businesses or organizations with a lot of separate phone lines already in place, that allow the campaign to use them after hours to call voters. They can also be extra phone lines put into the headquarters for just this purpose.

Either way, phone banks have a number of advantages over having volunteers make the calls from their homes. First, the campaign can supervise the phone calls at a phone bank and make sure that the calls are being made. Second, the volunteers gain support from other volunteers making the calls. It is often important to share the experience, either good or bad, of the last phone call. Finally, the campaign has immediate control over the process, can deal with problems immediately, answer questions and receive instant feedback. Sometimes the script the volunteers are using when they talk to voters does not work and must be changed. Or sometimes the campaign may want to shift from phoning one district to another quickly. This can be more easily done at a phone bank.

In both a phone bank and having volunteers call from home, it is important to have clear written instructions for the volunteers including the purpose of making the calls and an easy to follow script of what to say on the phone when talking to voters. It may also be important to explain what not to do, such as argue with voters. Volunteers should understand that it is important to make as many calls as possible, as quickly as possible and that arguing with voters will only slow them down and is unlikely to change the voter's mind.

Often when identifying voters that support a candidate, it is helpful if the campaign does not identify itself. The voters will be much more likely to give a truthful answer if they believe it is a poll rather than the campaign calling.

Sample scripts are provided in Appendix F.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is anything the campaign does to catch the voters' eye. This can be billboards by the side of the road, signs at supporters houses, posters on poles, stickers on cars, volunteers or the candidate waving to traffic, car caravans with decorated cars driving through key neighborhoods,
the candidates name on tee-shirts, coffee mugs, etc. While this may raise the voter awareness about the campaign and the name recognition of the candidate, it can only reinforce the campaign message. It is a very poor method of persuading voters. It also reaches a broad audience rather than a targeted audience. People who live outside the district or otherwise cannot or will not vote for the candidate will see the signs. Finally, there is no way of identifying who is supporting your candidate. However this method can be used very effectively to remind voters in strong support areas to go vote.

ENDORSEMENTS
The candidate can meet with various opinion leaders in an attempt to persuade them to support the campaign. These opinion leaders can be newspaper editorial boards or representatives of issue oriented or community based organizations. The effectiveness at reaching voters depends on the influence these leaders or their organizations have on the voters. Time is often spent winning this support early in the campaign when voters aren't paying attention to the election but the opinion leaders are.

COFFEEES
A "coffee" is the term used to describe small meetings in the homes of supporters where they invite friends to meet the candidate. These have the advantage of face-to-face contact with the candidate, the most persuasive form of voter contact. They can also be used for volunteer recruitment and small donor fundraising. They tend to be labor and time intensive. A good coffee program can be very difficult to organize.

If the campaign decides to organize a coffee program as part of its direct voter contact, there should be one person responsible for finding volunteers who are willing to host the coffees and making all the arrangements. A good program will have at least one coffee per night and often two or three coffees scheduled per night. The candidate can stop in, meet the voters, say a few words and move on to the next event. As with door to door, it is important that the candidate meet as many voters as possible and the campaign should keep a record of those whom attend the coffees. In this case the multiple communication takes the form of an invitation, which states the campaign message, literature and a few words by the candidate at the event, and a thank you to those who attended following the event. Because the invitations also deliver the message, you should not hesitate to send out as many as possible. Only those voters who actually know the host will probably show up.

The campaign should consider organizing at least one or two coffees per targeted precinct.

FRIENDS OF A FRIEND
A "friends" program is when supporters and volunteers in the campaign personally contact people they know and ask them to vote for the candidate. This can be done by having them send a pre-made card to people who live near them or by having them call people they know in the area. It is important that the campaign keep track of who will be making this type of effort on behalf of the campaign and who will be contacted. Organization is the key. Because this contact is often made just before Election Day, this is often considered part of the "get out the vote" effort.

PRESET EVENTS
Preset events are events set up by people or organizations outside the campaign where candidates or their representatives are able to meet voters. These can be as diverse as debates sponsored by outside groups or parades that allow all the candidates to participate. The effectiveness as a voter
contact method depends on the audience reached. Because these types of events may offer little feedback from the voters, the importance can often be gauged in the amount of press it will receive.

CREATED EVENTS

The campaign can also create events to gain exposure. These may be rallies to motivate supporters or press conferences to highlight the campaigns stand on an issue. Again, the effectiveness for voter contact is often gauged in the amount of press the event will receive. The advantage of created events is that the campaign can control the situation and often deliver a clear message. The disadvantage is that created events often take up a lot of time, money and people to organize. You must make sure that the message is persuasive and reaches enough of the targeted audience to be effective.

EARNED MEDIA - THE PRESS

Politics and elections are such rare and important events (relatively speaking), that they actually receive considerably more press than many other events in the same area (most candidates do not believe this). Furthermore, because the press is a source of information outside the campaign, voters often respect it. Still, the press has its own agenda and many demands on its time and resources. If you use newspapers, television, and radio to get your campaign message out, you need good relations with the reporters, a compelling reason for them to tell your story, as well as an easily understood point to your message. Many campaigns have a press secretary and separate press operations just to deal with all of this. Still, remember that this is just another form of voter contact and should be coordinated with your other forms of voter contact.

The nature of the district and its media outlets will determine the importance of media relations in your district. However, generally speaking it is essential that your campaign establish good relationships with print and broadcast journalists in your region for two reasons.

First, the mass media is (generally speaking) free of cost for the campaign. Every time a journalist prints or broadcasts a story about your campaign, you have the opportunity to get your message out to your target audience at no direct money cost to your campaign.

Second, the mass media is often considered credible. Voters are much more likely to believe positive information about your candidate if it comes from an "independent" source (the mass media) than if it comes from a "biased" source (your campaign).

If you decide that you want to use the press to communicate and persuade voters, then it is important to have a plan as to how you will accomplish this. Many campaigns have a press secretary who is responsible for developing this strategy, building a relationship with the press and communicating the message to the press. One of the press secretary's first tasks is to develop a comprehensive list of all the media outlets in the area, complete with reporters' names, phone and fax numbers and deadlines.

It is important that you make the job of writing about the campaign as easy as possible for the reporters. Write press releases in the style of a news story, as you would want them to write it. Provide as much backup data and sources (complete with phone numbers) as you possibly can. At the same time, make sure that everything is clear and reinforces your message. You do not want to make it too difficult for the reporter to figure out what you are saying. If you provide a position paper, provide them with a press release that summarizes your position in one page.

Press conferences should be well scripted and be important enough that it is worth the time of the press to come to them. Provide a press packet with a photo of the candidate, their biography, any campaign literature, relevant position papers, press clippings, and press releases. It is important
that every communication with the press reinforces your overall campaign strategy. If the press wants to discuss something other than your message - for example, your opponent's message - answer their questions as quickly as possible and finish by restating your message. It is often the job of the press secretary to know what the press will ask before they ask it so that the candidate is not blind-sided by a reporter's question.

All of this is hard work and often takes time. This is called earned media because you have to work for it.

The process by which journalists and editors decide what articles to print or what stories to broadcast can vary greatly. Thus, you must modify your press strategy to fit the realities of your area.

Nevertheless, those with broad experience of working with media have identified several rules that your campaign should take into account:

1. A very short election cycle will make the mass media absolutely crucial. Unless your campaign has unlimited financial resources, you will need the assistance of the mass media to get your message out in the short period of time allowed for campaigning.

2. Press relations are often a full-time job. Every medium to large campaign must have a person whose only concern is getting publicity for the candidate. Even in smaller campaigns, this job should go to the campaign manager or assistant. The candidate cannot be his or her own press secretary.

3. All candidates must stay "on message" at all times. Your candidate will have very few opportunities to appear on television or radio, or to be quoted in the newspaper. These precious opportunities must not be wasted talking about things that your target audience does not care about. Once you have taken the time to develop a campaign message, stick to that message relentlessly.

4. All candidates should undergo some form of media training or preparation. Again, television and radio appearances are rare and precious. Do not waste them by being unprepared. Before any television or radio appearance, know exactly what you will say and practice saying it.

PAID MEDIA - TELEVISION, RADIO AND NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS

Unfortunately, you will not be able to count on journalists to provide you with all the publicity you will need for your campaign. You may need to purchase additional publicity in the forms of newspaper, radio or television advertisements.

This is a less targeted way to reach voters than canvassing the district or sending direct mail because, while you reach a broad audience, again it is not clear that everyone who hears or sees your advertisement is able to vote for you or is in your target audience. Still, this can be a very persuasive form of communication with voters, particularly television. It is particularly good at reinforcing a message that is delivered in person, such as door to door.

INTERNET WEB PAGES

The most recent addition to the list of voter contact methods is placing a web page on the Internet. It should be remembered that the Internet is a passive form of communication, meaning that it does not go to the voters; the voters have to come to it. So, while you may be able to get some press from introducing your web site and while it can be an inexpensive way to convey a lot of information to those who are interested, it is not effective at reaching a particular, targeted audience (unless you are going for the nerd vote).
COMBINING VARIOUS METHODS
Different campaigns at different levels will use different combinations of voter contact to reach voters. National political campaigns, which have to reach millions of voters, cannot afford the time of going door to door. They may use a combination of earned media and television ads to get the message out. On the other hand, small local campaigns may not be able to afford the amount of money television would cost to reach a small number of voters. Here it might make sense to have the candidate go door-to-door talking to voters, combined with a direct mail campaign to convey the same message to the same voters again. Following a direct mail program, a campaign with many volunteers may want to set up phone banks to call all the potential voters to identify who supports the candidate and who has been persuaded by the candidate's message.

With the varying resources of time, money and people, the combination of voter contact methods that can be combined is unlimited and no two campaigns will ever be alike. This is why it is vitally important to take all the data possible on the district, the voters, and all the candidates, and then the campaign must develop a workable, written plan to deliver the message.

WORKSHEET 9: DETERMINING WHICH VOTER CONTACT METHODS TO USE
Use the following chart to help determine which voter contact method your campaign will choose. It is important to be realistic. No campaign should consider using all of the methods listed. This would just spread your resources too thin and insure that you did none of them well. You will want to consider realistically what resources of time, money and people you will have available to you and how much each method will cost. It is also important to pick various methods that, when combined, will accomplish all of the tasks - persuading voters, identifying supporters and turning out your vote.

Make a list of all the methods you have decided to use in your campaign and try to determine in hard numbers how much time, money and people you will need to accomplish your objective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voter contact task</th>
<th>Persuade Voters</th>
<th>Identify Supporters</th>
<th>Turn-out Vote</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Money</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature Drop</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature Handouts</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mail</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door to Door</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoning</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endorsements</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffees</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dear Friend</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CREATING CAMPAIGN LITERATURE

Many of the methods of voter contact rely on quality campaign literature to deliver the message. It is therefore important that your literature be as effective as possible at delivering this message. When creating literature for a political campaign you must remember that most voters will not read it as carefully as you will or as you would like them to. It is important that you make it easy for the voters to understand your message in the short time that it takes them to decide to throw the literature away.

It is therefore important to quickly get the voters attention and just as quickly convey your message. In other words, you need to keep your campaign literature simple and make it dramatic. You should tell a story about who your candidate is and why voters should vote for your candidate. Any other information you provide should back up the original message. There are a few techniques that can be used to grab the voter's attention and quickly deliver a message.

SINGLE TOPIC

In order to keep the message simple and make sure that it is grasped quickly, it is important that you not try to convey any more than one idea in a piece of literature. For example, one piece of literature may tell how the candidate will fight crime or what the candidate will do to improve the economy but both topics should not be covered in the same piece of literature. The exception to this technique is "palm card" or general piece of campaign literature used to introduce the candidate. Here the theme is why voters should support the candidate and may include very brief statements on where the candidate stands on various issues.

ACTION PHOTOS

Too often campaign literature only has a portrait photo of the candidate. This does not tell the voter anything about the candidate and is a complete waste of space. Photos should show the candidate talking to someone or doing something.

Other action photos can both grab the voter's attention and convey a message quicker than words. For example, a picture of someone breaking into a building or pointing a gun on the cover of piece of literature dealing with crime will mean that voters are more likely to open it to see what it is about. The inside photo should show the candidate talking to police, thereby making the connection between the issue and the candidate. Pictures of children in school can help convey an
education message, and pictures of closed businesses or people begging on the streets can convey a message of economic problems that will be addressed. Remember that these photos should convey action. Portraits of the candidate do not convey any information about who they are. Also, all photos should be black and white. Using color photos is too expensive and does not improve on the message conveyed.

HEADLINES
After looking at the photos, people will next read the headlines. The whole message should be understood in the headlines, a brief statement or two in large type. Everything else in the piece of literature will only reinforce this brief message. Too often the headlines are only headings and the voter is expected to read on to understand the point. Therefore it is important not to waste the headlines with headings such as "my program" or with useless statements that do not say anything such as "dear voter" or "vote."

BULLETED POINTS
When listing a program, a biography or any other series of information, bullet the text rather than put it in paragraph form. This makes it clear that there are five reasons to support the candidate or six things the candidate will do to improve the economy. These bullets can have headlines as well but the headlines should use action words such as "fighting crime" or "improving your economy."

BE SPECIFIC
Without making promises that cannot be kept, it is important to be as specific as possible in offering solutions to the problems people face. The candidate "supports legislation that will..." does not mean that the legislation has to pass or accomplish the goal but it still conveys a stand on an issue.

BREVITY
In campaign literature, less is more. Say whatever you want to say in as few words as possible. Between one hundred and three hundred words total should be the maximum in a single piece of literature. Remember that voters will not read long text because it requires more effort than they are willing to spend on something that does not immediately affect them. With this in mind, statements like "dear voter" can be eliminated because voters know that when they get a piece of literature they are the ones being addressed. These phrases are extra, unneeded words.

COMMON LANGUAGE
Use language that simply and clearly states what you want to get across. It is less important to impress voters with big words than it is to get your message across in language all voters will understand. In an election campaign, you do not have enough time nor is it your role to educate voters.

STAY ON MESSAGE
All campaign literature, no matter what the issue being discussed, should stick to the basic theme of the campaign. It is important that the same message be reinforced over and over, no matter what the issue. The campaign may even want to use the same phrases or slogans on all the literature to bring the point home to voters.
STEP SIX: MAKING IT HAPPEN
You have done the research, set the goal, targeted the audience, developed the message and figured out how you are going to deliver the message. You have also started to figure out how much time, money and people all of this will cost. Where will these resources come from? In this final step you will look at the roles of the candidate, campaign manager and other professionals you may have involved in your campaign. You will look at ways to recruit and keep volunteers. You will develop a campaign calendar and discuss scheduling. Finally, you will develop a campaign budget and figure out how the money will be raised.

THE ROLE OF THE CANDIDATE
The most important person in any political campaign is the candidate and the candidate's time is the most precious resource that the campaign has. If the candidate or the campaign wastes that time, it can never be replaced. It is therefore important to understand the role of the candidate and the best use of their time.

That role is very simple: meeting and persuading people. The most effective campaigner and fundraiser is the candidate. Voters and likely donors who personally meet the candidate and hear the message are much more likely to vote for that candidate and contribute to the campaign.

All too often, candidates enjoy sitting around their campaign headquarters plotting strategy with their teams or meeting with favorite supporters. Such candidates are wasting their time and are doomed to failure.

At the beginning of this document it was suggested that your campaign hold a formal strategic planning session. Clearly, the candidate needs to be a part of this session and will have a great deal of impact on the basic strategy that is developed. Once the strategy has been decided, the candidate needs to leave the running of the campaign to the campaign manager and others and concentrate entirely on meeting and persuading as many voters as possible.

THE ROLE OF THE CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Therefore the role of the campaign manager is to run the campaign. This must be someone in which the candidate has complete confidence. After all, this should be the most important thing in both of their lives for the relatively short period of time that the campaign will last. In a sense, the candidate is the heart of the campaign and the campaign manager is the brain. A good campaign needs both to be effective but they have very distinct roles to play.

Too often candidates want to run their own campaign. They either do not choose a campaign manager or choose someone they think they can manipulate. In either case they end up spending too much time making decisions that should be left to someone else, which takes time from their main job, meeting voters and donors.

A campaign manager must make sure the candidate is scheduled to meet voters, they must deal with or otherwise supervise those who will deal with the press, the money, the other methods of voter contact and everything else planned (and unplanned) during the campaign.

CAMPAIGN PROFESSIONALS
Political campaigns, like anything else, benefit from experience. The more times an individual has been involved in past political campaigns, the better prepared they should be for the next political campaign. Having the advice, assistance or benefit of someone who has experienced the various phases of a campaign outlined in this manual can be very helpful to a candidate and a campaign. It
is one thing to understand the ideas conveyed here and quite another to have experienced them in the heat of an intense campaign.

For that reason, political parties could greatly assist their candidates if they would maintain a list of experienced campaign managers and others who have shown promise working on campaigns. The parties should develop these individuals and give them opportunities to work in campaigns so they are prepared for future campaigns. The steps from hard working volunteer to assistant to qualified campaign manager are few.

Often there are people who have specialized in particular aspects of political campaigns. Political polling is one area that benefits from a great deal of experience and, if at all possible, a campaign should consider hiring someone who has this experience before they attempt to conduct a poll on their own. In the U.S politics has become very specialized and there are professionals who specialize in developing political direct mail, political television and radio advertisements, compiling voters lists, etc. All of these professionals can save the campaign a great deal of time (though they will cost money).

All of that said, there are too many people who are passing themselves off as "image makers" and the like. Often with very little campaign experience these individuals waste the candidates time talking about psychoanalyzing the voters or changing the candidate's way of dressing. These people do not want to do the hard work, day after day, of communicating a persuasive message to voters and lazy candidates who are looking for a quick fix often fall for their talk. They waste a lot of their time and money in doing so.

**CAMPAIGN STRUCTURE**

By this time you should have the beginning of a campaign plan drafted. Now you need to think about the structure and staff needed to implement the plan. You have the candidate and the campaign manager. Who else do you need to complete the campaign staffing? To determine this you should begin by looking at the voter contact plan. There are two concepts you may want to consider.

The first concept is that the structure is determined by tasks in the plan and accountability for those tasks. The only positions that need to be assigned are Campaign Manager for oversight of all the operations, and someone to answer the phones and deal with general office functions. Other than that there are no rules.

Suppose, for example, that your voter contact plan calls for signature collection, 4 press conferences, and 5 literature drops to 60,000 households. In order to accomplish this, you will need to assign:

1 Campaign Manager
1 Office Manager (who answers phones, handles requests)
1 person responsible for drafting the literature and getting it printed (maybe half time position/maybe combined with press secretary position.)
2 people responsible for hiring temporary staff (same staff who handled signature collection and maybe election monitoring.)
60 temporary staff to distribute the literature of 500 pieces each in 2 days

On the other hand, if your plan's major effort will be persuading pensioners to vote for the candidate, then perhaps the structure would involve only:

1 Campaign manager responsible for oversight of the organizers
1 Office Manager

10 pensioner organizers in different locations responsible for signature collection, leafleting and meetings

You will notice that in this last structure that there is no press secretary, fundraiser, scheduler nor assistants for each job. The jobs are closely following the plan. There is no room in your budget for excess people. You need a lean operation that will get the task done.

The second concept is that each job is defined by tasks assigned, not its title.

You should not think about titles, but hire and define jobs by the tasks that need to be completed. Then the staff members know their responsibilities and are held accountable for the tasks they are assigned. It also allows you to realistically assign tasks so that one person is not doing too much and another person is doing too little. There are too many campaigns where someone is an "assistant" or "deputy" in the office, and they are unable to give you a clear answer on what tasks they must accomplish on a daily basis.

In designing your structure, do not forget people who will volunteer to work on your campaign. Many family members and friends will volunteer full time in a staff position out of loyalty to the candidate. Additionally, many people will volunteer their time if the task were interesting or fun. Traveling with the candidate, doing research on the opposition, helping with a rally, or stuffing envelopes at a party are all tasks that are easy to get unpaid help. Tougher jobs like signature collection, door-to-door and leafleting may need to be done by paid workers. Make sure you assign someone to be responsible for each task.

VOLUNTEERS (PEOPLE)

In developing your voter contact plan, you have probably realized that you cannot accomplish everything with the few people who started out helping on the campaign. If you are going to accomplish everything necessary you will need a lot of help and you probably will not be able to pay them. This is where volunteer support comes in. As your campaign begins persuading voters that you are the best candidate, it will also attract people who will offer even more support than their vote. These people will want to volunteer in the campaign and make sure you win.

People volunteer for many reasons. The first volunteers are often party loyalists who become involved out of a sense of commitment to the party. Some people volunteer because they feel strongly about a particular issue and either believe you agree with them on that issue or your opponent is really bad on that issue. Some people are just social and become involved with the political campaign because of friends or others who share their interests. Some people volunteer because they see this as an opportunity to get a job or some other gain. Finally some people volunteer because they seek recognition.

Volunteers stay with a campaign because they feel that they are making a contribution, because they feel appreciated, because the work is interesting, because they are meeting interesting people, and because it is fun. Volunteers can burn out if they are giving too much work but more likely they will leave the campaign because they became bored or feel that the work they are given does not matter.

Your first task is to determine how many volunteers you will need at which times to complete the objectives you have set for yourself. Again, you need to do the math.

For example, suppose you decide you want to deliver 3,000 pieces of literature in a particular neighborhood on a particular Saturday morning. You decide that one volunteer can deliver an average of 100 pieces of literature in an hour. Therefore it will take 30 volunteer hours to accomplish the job. You want to do the whole literature drop in three hours so you will need ten
volunteers for three hours. You will also need to have the literature ready by Saturday, you will need to have some maps of the area and clear instructions for the volunteers and you will need to have someone responsible for overseeing the literature drop and knows what is supposed to happen. You may also have to provide transportation to the target neighborhood. Volunteers are just that, volunteers. You should recruit more than 10; say 15 or 20 in order to be certain of having 10 reliable volunteers at the appointed time.

You need to do this type of calculation for every part of your voter contact plan and the more detail you can provide the better. This is why planning is critical. In low budget, labor intensive campaigns there is often one person, a volunteer coordinator, who is responsible for recruiting and training volunteers, making sure they have the materials they need and making sure everything goes as planned.

Volunteers can come from many different areas. The first volunteers will probably be friends of the candidate and party activists who have worked on past campaigns. These will probably not be enough to accomplish everything and you will have to find many more people as the campaign builds in intensity. You should look for people who have volunteered in other areas of their life. They may volunteer for civic organizations, neighborhood groups, their religious organizations, unions, schools, etc. If your campaign message speaks to a particular issue or group you may be able to persuade an organization involved in that issue to support you and provide volunteers. As your campaign talks to voters you should take every opportunity to ask people to help the campaign. Always have volunteer cards such as the one found in Appendix F available and ready for people who express strong support.

**WORKSHEET 10: BUDGETING VOLUNTEERS**

1. List all the voter contact activities your campaign intends to accomplish. Be as specific as possible, using real numbers. How many pieces of literature do you need to deliver? How many phone calls do you need to make and how many phones do you have available? How many homes do you want to visit in how much time?

2. Next, determine how many volunteers you will need to reasonably accomplish each task you have listed above. How much of the task can one volunteer accomplish in one hour and how many volunteer hours will it take to accomplish the whole job?

3. Finally, estimate how many volunteers you will need throughout the campaign. Often you will be able to use the same volunteers for different tasks at different times. In other cases a volunteer who is good at making phone calls may not be as good at putting up signs. Remember that you will need to recruit twice as many volunteers as you estimate you need for a particular task.

**SCHEDULING AND CALENDAR (TIME)**

From the very beginning of the campaign you have probably been collecting various dates that will be important to your campaign. Election Day is one obvious important date. Others important dates may be filing deadlines and dates when you are required by law to make certain reports.

All of these dates should be kept on a master campaign calendar. Early in the campaign this may be a monthly calendar but as Election Day draws closer, you may want to develop a weekly or even daily calendar that provides more details.

We will add to this calendar any important events or meetings that the candidate must attend. Your campaign will have to develop a system for dealing with invitations. This system should include
ways to decide if an event is important enough to attend and ways to decline invitations that the campaign decides are not important.

Next you will add all of the various voter contact activities. Here it is important to distinguish between activities that will require the candidate and those that will be handled by the campaign and volunteers. Because certain voter contact activities will happen over a long period of time and overlap with other activities, it is also necessary to develop a timeline of events that will provide more details about time, money and people involved in each activity.

In larger campaigns, the responsibility for all of this would be assigned to a scheduler. In smaller campaigns this maybe one of the responsibilities that the campaign manager will handle. Again, it is important that the candidate not keep their own calendar because this often leads to confusion about who needs to be where and when.

**WORKSHEET 11: CALENDAR**

Develop a master calendar for the campaign that will include all the important dates and all the important activities of the campaign. Assign one person to be responsible for keeping the calendar up to date and distributing it to everyone in the campaign who needs to keep abreast of the activities. Develop a system for dealing with invitations, deciding whether or not the candidate will attend, and whether a letter of acceptance or regrets has been sent. You will also want to collect all the important information about the event, such as the contact person with their phone number, what the candidate will do at the event, directions to the event, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WORKSHEET 12: TIMELINE**

The following sample timeline is an excellent tool for helping your campaign plan its voter contact activities. This sample timeline shows the last weeks of the campaign. Fill out a similar timeline for your campaign from beginning to the end. In doing so, you should consider the following rules:

1. You should start your voter contact planning from Election Day and work backwards. On the day the campaign period ends, what will you have needed to accomplish in order to win? How many posters will you have to put up? How many brochures will you have to have distributed? How many doors should you and your supporters have knocked on?

2. All of your voter contact activities should be quantifiable. Your voter contact goals should not include "establishing good media relations" because such a goal does not mean anything in real terms. How many events will you hold? How many press releases will you send out? You should quantify everything for two reasons:

   A. Quantifiable goals will help you measure the progress of your campaign. If by December 10th your team has knocked on 5,000 doors, is that good or bad? If your goal is 6,000, it's good; if your goal is 60,000, it's bad. If you have not set a quantifiable goal, you have no idea.
B. Quantifiable goals will help your budgeting process. You cannot reasonable compare the relative costs and benefits of brochures vs. posters vs. radio ads unless you know how many of each you are talking about.

3. For each goal, plan the activities that will be required to reach that goal. If you plan to put up 5,000 posters by December 1st, by what date should you take your poster design to the printer? When should you recruit the people necessary to put up 5,000 posters?

4. Do not forget to plan for the resources you will need to accomplish each activity. As you look at your timeline, figure out for each week how many people and how much money you will need for the activities planned for that week. Where will the resources come from?

5. Plan your timeline within the framework of the election law. Does your specific election law specify certain dates by which certain activities must be accomplished and dates before which other activities are prohibited?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Responsible Person</th>
<th>Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After Election Day</td>
<td>Summing up results and Payment of workers</td>
<td>Campaign Manager, &amp; Campaign Team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Finance Director</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Day (ED)</td>
<td>Observers at 765 Polling Stations</td>
<td>Volunteer Coordinator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Candidate Scheduled Visits with Press</td>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Day minus 1 Day (ED - 1)</td>
<td>Volunteers distribute 1500 pieces of last minute literature in 3 swing districts</td>
<td>Volunteer Coordinator, 3 District Coordinators and 150 Volunteers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED –2</td>
<td>Observer Training Distribute last minute literature to volunteers</td>
<td>Volunteer Coordinator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED – 2</td>
<td>Last Mailing in the mail boxes</td>
<td>Campaign Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED - 6 through ED - 1</td>
<td>Phoning of known supporters reminding them to go vote</td>
<td>Volunteer Coordinator and 50 Volunteers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED - 6</td>
<td>Printing of 1500 pieces of last minute literature</td>
<td>Campaign Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED - 5</td>
<td>Second to last Mailing in the mail boxes</td>
<td>Campaign Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COMPUTERS

Using computers can save the campaign on all three resources - time, money and people. Many of the most basic things you do in politics - analyze data, keep track of and contact people, and communicate a message - can either be done efficiently with a personal computer or aided with the use of a personal computer. You can use spreadsheet programs to analyze data from past elections. You can use database programs to maintain lists of voters and record who supports your candidate. You can maintain and quickly update a campaign calendar using calendar programs. For writing, use word processing and desktop publishing programs. Fax programs, e-mail and web sites can aid in communicating the message to the media and opinion leaders.

Once the campaign has decided what it hopes to accomplish and how it will achieve its objectives, it will be better able to determine how computers can make things easier.

### THE COORDINATED CAMPAIGN - WORKING WITH YOUR PARTY

Many of the tasks an individual campaign needs to accomplish can be done much more efficiently or less expensively if they can be coordinated with other similar campaigns. Coordinating these efforts and achieving these savings should be the role of a political party in an election cycle. Your campaign may be expected to help the party achieve its objectives as well. Your campaign should clearly understand what the party expects from you and what you can expect from the party.

Often candidates think that the central party organization should for some reason fund their campaign and their voter contact relies on the visit of the party leader to their region. In most cases there is not enough money at the national level to fund everyone's campaign and the national leader cannot go everywhere. Besides, a campaign that cannot raise its own funds and relies on the party leader to contact its voters is probably not organized enough or worth the effort.
The following are some of the areas where the party may help:

MESSAGE AND INFORMATION
Your political party should have an overall message of why voters should support its candidates. Assuming you agree with this message and your individual message corresponds to this national message, the party may be able to provide you with general material. Your national party may provide information about policy initiatives at the national level or negative information about your opponents. Sometimes parties have elected officials "adopt" first time candidates to help with problems, questions, and anxious moments.

MATERIAL DESIGN
Often national parties will be able to help you design your campaign materials so that they match the national message. The party may contract with printers and other vendors to produce all or much of the materials, thus gaining a saving in price for all its candidates. You also may be able to re-use national party materials, simply adding your name or local information.

NATIONAL MATERIALS
The national party can provide posters, leaflets and platforms, and you may ask if it is possible for them to keep a blank space so your campaign can print or put stickers of your candidate's name. Sometimes national leaflets are printed on one side and your campaign can print on the back (to save money for your campaign.) In addition, you may ask for buttons, posters, and calendars that you can sell or give to people who are contributors or volunteers. (Be careful not to violate Election Law provisions that say no gifts to voters.)

PRESS
The national office should also let you know about national press events that your campaign can use to get local attention. The party's response to a national crisis would be valuable to have in a timely manner to get press attention at the local level.

VISITS
The visit of the national party leader can often draw local attention to your campaign, however this should not be your only strategy. Too often local parties and local candidates expect the national party and the national leader to come do their work for them. This is just a sign of laziness and probably means that it isn't worth the effort from the capital.

If the national leader does come, you will have a lot of work to do preparing for the visit. You will have to make sure you have a good turnout of supporters and press so that the trip is not a wasted effort or worse, an embarrassment. Make sure that the visit does not cost the campaign too much in time, money and people. All of the benefits of a visit can be squandered if it pulls the campaign off schedule or uses too many non-budgeted resources.

If the national leader cannot come, you may want to request a surrogate or other major figure come and endorse your candidacy. Many candidates will be busy with their own campaigns, but others will not have much of a race and can make a short day trip. For all events with national party leaders, local candidates should be on the dais and introduced during the event. These are also good opportunities to collect names and phone numbers of potential supporters.
ENDORSEMENTS
At your next event, get photos of your candidate with national party leaders that can be used in campaign materials. Just as important is getting a commitment of party leaders to help your efforts. For example, if one of your targeted groups is working women, ask if a well-known female legislator can draft a letter to your constituents about the importance of electing your candidate.

BUILDING A COALITION AND OUTREACH TO CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS
Civic organizations can play an important role in your election campaign. While the development of civic organizations may be relatively low, there has been active, positive political participation by civic organizations in various election campaigns.

You should make a list of the civic groups in your district that could be supportive; think not only of officially registered groups, but also "informal organizations" such as church groups, workplaces, and universities that you can reach through opinion leaders. Using your demographic targeting may give you ideas for possible supportive groups.

Cultivation of civic organizations should be done in the early stages of the campaign, when the candidate has time to meet with their leadership to ask for support. You must allow time for your relationships to grow for the civic support to be effective.

Civic groups may help your campaign in a number of ways.

ENDORSEMENT
Simply by announcing that an organization supports your candidate can often be a boost to your campaign. You may be able to use the organization's name on your posters or literature. This support is particularly effective if the organization is well known and respected.

MOBILIZE MEMBERSHIP
Once the endorsement is made, ask the group to contact their membership either by phone or through a mailing or newsletter to announce their support and recruit supporters for concrete campaign tasks such as signature collection, door to door canvassing, etc.

PRESS EVENTS
There are a number of press activities civic organizations can provide your campaign. For example, they can organize a press conference announcing their support of you, and at this time they can speak out against your opponents. It is often more credible if a group or someone other than the campaign delivers a negative message about the opponent. Civic organizations can send out press releases repeating their support as issues of specific concern to them arise during the campaign.

RESEARCH
A civic organization can provide information in their area of expertise and help research the impact of legislation on the community. In addition, they can draft position papers, provide "talking points" to a candidate, or even help prepare speeches on issues they are concerned about. Civic organizations can also help with opposition research by identifying when your opponents have made statements or voted against their interests.
PUBLIC EVENTS
When a civic group is holding an event, ask them to circulate a sign-up sheet for people interested in supporting your campaign; a group can even hold an event on your behalf. If your campaign is holding a rally, fundraiser, or press conference, ask the group to turn out their membership for the event.

OUTREACH
Civic group leaders can often help introduce you to other groups and opinion leaders. Use their contacts to persuade other groups to support or endorse your campaign.

RULES FOR WORKING WITH CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS
In your work with civic organizations, bear in mind the following rules:
1. Ask for concrete, quantifiable contributions to your campaign. One thousand petition signatures will help you a lot more than the vague promise of support.
2. Verify that the civic group is really doing what it said it would do. You do not want to fail to register your candidacy because you relied on the promise of 100,000 signatures that result in only 50,000 signatures.
3. Remember that your relationship with civic groups is a two-way street. If you do not go out of your way to help your supporters, they may not be there the next time you need their help. A good rule to follow with civic organizations is "under promise and over deliver."

WORKSHEET 13: WORKING WITH CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS AND YOUR PARTY
1. Make a list of all the civic groups and other organizations that should be supportive of your campaign. List the contact person with each organization, the phone number and any other information that would be helpful in making contact with the group.
2. Reviewing your list of voter contact and other campaign activities, decide how these organizations and your party could best be of assistance to your campaign. Keeping in mind that coalition building is a two-way street, what will each of your partners expect from you in return for their assistance?

CAMPAIGN BUDGETING (MONEY 1)
Just about everything you do in the campaign will cost something. You should estimate how much each of the tasks you hope to accomplish will cost and develop an overall budget for the entire campaign. Your campaign budget should not be a wish list, but a realistic list of what will be needed to implement your campaign plan. Written budgets are the only tools for tracking expenditures, providing goals for fundraisers, and keeping the candidate and campaign from spending without thinking.

Review your timeline and calendar to determine at what point in the campaign you will need the money. By organizing your budget month-by-month or even week-by-week, you will be able to anticipate what amounts you will need at what time. You will thus avoid the age-old problem of cash flow difficulties, and your fundraisers will understand what money is needed at what time.

Having high, medium, and low budget plans is useful in case your fundraising does not go as well as anticipated. You can better plan and save money for spending priorities like voter contact activities.
Campaigns everywhere need to spend the bulk of their funds on voter contact activities. Administrative costs, including office machines, office staff, and phones, should be less than 20% of your budget. Voter contact costs, including television, printed materials, and door-to-door workers should consume 70% to 80% of your financial resources. Research, including polling, should take up less than 10% of your budget.

**WORKSHEET 14: DEVELOPING A BUDGET**

1. Review all of your voter contact and other campaign activities and determine an estimated cost for each item to determine an overall budget.

2. Review the calendar and determine when you will need to make payments to develop a cash flow budget. Add all of these dates to the master calendar.

**CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISING (MONEY 2)**

Fundraising is the process of systematically collecting names of potential contributors and then identifying why that potential contributor would give money, how much they can give, and who is the best person from the campaign to ask for the money. Every campaign budget needs a companion fundraising plan to understand what amount of money needs to be raised and when.

The candidate and the campaign should target donors in the same way that they target voters. There are two important factors to remember about people who may contribute to your campaign. First, unlike voters who can only vote once for your candidate in this election (and therefore are equal to all other voters), the contributors can give varying amounts. The second point is that while voters have to live within the district, contributors can live almost anywhere. So while you will probably receive a lot fewer donations than you do votes, you are able to look for these contributors just about anywhere.

Just as with recruiting volunteers, there are different reasons why people will contribute. For each type of contributor you will need to expend varying degrees of time and effort required gaining their support.

The first group is family, personal friends and close professional colleagues. These people will give because they know the candidate personally.

The second group is people who will directly benefit from the election of the candidate. These may be people who have a financial relationship with the candidate, a financial stake in the election of the candidate or those who believe their own personal power will increase through the election of the candidate.

The third group is people who share the candidate's ideological view. Often these are members of the same organizations that the candidate is a member of or organizations that the candidate associates themselves with.

The final group is people who disagree with your opponent or want to see your opponent defeated. These people may not agree with your candidate but see your campaign as a vehicle to make a point about how bad your opponent has been on a particular issue or for some other reason want to stop your opponent from winning.

The signal most important reason why people do not give to political campaigns is that they were never asked to give. Too often candidates feel they "know" that someone will not give or cannot afford to give and therefore do not ask them. This is often just an excuse to avoid asking and thereby avoid raising money.
For each potential contributor, you should determine how best to ask for money. Will that person give at a meeting with the candidate or a friend of the campaign? Would they like to attend an event? Should they be sent some general information and followed up with a phone call or meeting with the candidate?

In many cases the best person to ask for money is the candidate. Candidates need to know that they are not "begging" for money. Rather they are asking their supporters to "invest" in the campaign, a campaign in which they are often investing a lot of their own time and money. If it is worth it to the candidate to get elected, why shouldn't it be worth it to the supporters?

Of course, the most difficult part of fundraising is asking. The person asking should practice beforehand with a member of the campaign who then brings up every excuse not to give. By "practicing" this way, the fundraiser is more prepared.

In your fundraising activities, you should bear in mind the following rules:

1. If the contributor does not support an issue or your party, try to keep the conversation on the issues and concerns you both have in common.
2. Ask for a specific amount. It is better to ask for a slightly higher amount and flatter them, than to ask for a very low amount and get smaller contributions.
3. Ask how and when the money will be available to have someone pick up. This "collection" is the most important piece, because you do not want people ducking away from commitments two months later. The faster you can get the money into your hands the better.
4. Never ever forget to say thank you. This is best (and the cheapest) way to make sure the contributor knows that their contribution is appreciated, no matter how small.

Events or parties are used by many campaigns that often involve a national leader or a celebrity. People are more likely to give if the event sounds fun, interesting and has an attraction. You will avoid big fights if you work out with the national office whether the funds raised at the event will go to the national effort, will be split with your campaign, or will go entirely to the campaign.

Fundraising letters are a great way to get information on the candidate to potential contributors. You may not want to ask for money in the letter, because it is very easy to say no and throw out a letter. It is much harder to say no and throw out a person, so write in your letter that someone from the campaign will be following up with a phone call or meeting request. This way your campaign can ask for a specific amount, and respond to any concerns the contributor has. The campaign should follow up on the letter just days after the letter arrives so do not mail out more letters than someone can follow-up with.

The exception to this is if you are sending out fundraising letters to very small contributors, where you will not be embarrassed if the press writes a story about how you are relying on contributions from citizen donations. Also leaflets and mailing should always say at the bottom, "Our campaign relies on small contributions and volunteering from citizens like you. If you will like to help call 123-4567 or stop by your office on Peace Street." There will not be hundreds of responses, but you may get a number of contributions.

Never pass up an opportunity to raise money.

**WORKSHEET 15: DEVELOPING A FUNDRAISING PLAN**

1. Start by having the candidate list every member of their family, all of their close friends and any close professional colleagues. They should also want to list anyone who would directly benefit from their election. The candidate should then write the amount of a contribution
they could expect to receive next to each name. Every person on this first list must have some amount of money next to their name.

2. Begin putting together lists of people who are active in organizations that represent your target audience. These may be neighborhood organizations, unions, business organizations, etc. You should also consider lists of organizations and people who may want to see your opponent defeated and would consider your campaign a vehicle to make this happen. For this list determine who can best ask these individuals to contribute to your campaign and how much each person can be expected to give.

3. For all of these lists, determine what must be done to access money from these potential donors. You may have to acquire lists with phone numbers, find members of the particular group who already support your campaign, etc.

4. Determine how best to solicit contributions from the targeted donors. This maybe a personal call from the candidate, a call from a member of the organization, a phone call or letter from the campaign, or attendance at an event.

THE CONSTANT CAMPAIGN

There are a lot of tasks that must be completed over the course of the campaign. A few of these tasks must wait until the campaign is underway. Many of these tasks, such as all forms of voter persuasion, will be more effective if they are done closer to Election Day. However, voter persuasion and many other tasks can be made much easier if they are started well in advance of the actual campaign. Some of the tasks, such as analyzing past elections, can be completed years before the campaign begins.

Elected officials, potential candidates and political parties would benefit greatly if they would start viewing the political campaign as an ongoing, constant process. The next campaign begins the day after the last election. Leaving all of the work of campaigning until the election cycle begins makes all the work that much more difficult and decreases the chances that any of this work will be done well.

Below is a partial list of tasks that your campaign may have to complete and suggestions about whether or not you can begin the task before the actual campaign begins. You may want to add to this list or adapt it to your particular situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign Task</th>
<th>When To Start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research election laws</td>
<td>The party and potential candidates should know the current law early in the campaign and keep abreast of any changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District targeting</td>
<td>Political parties should select districts where they want to concentrate their efforts well in advance of the campaign and evaluate this targeting as the election progresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District research</td>
<td>Political parties and potential candidates should begin gathering information on election districts well in advance of the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voter research</td>
<td>Political parties and potential candidates should begin gathering information on voter preferences as soon as possible and monitor changes throughout the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research past elections</td>
<td>As soon as the last election is over or well in advance of the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign Task</td>
<td>When To Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research this election</td>
<td>The campaign should access the current political situation as soon as it is known and monitor it throughout the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate selection</td>
<td>Political parties should begin recruiting and researching potential candidates well in advance of the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registering the candidate</td>
<td>There is often a limited window within the law of when the candidacy can be officially registered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting together a campaign committee</td>
<td>Once the candidate has decided to run, they should begin putting together a group of individuals that will help make the campaign happen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research candidates</td>
<td>The campaign should conduct detailed research on all aspects of their candidate as soon as the candidate decides to run.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research opposition candidates</td>
<td>As soon as the opposition is known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting a goal</td>
<td>The campaign should determine how many votes it will need to win as soon as possible and monitor for any changes to this number throughout the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeting the voters</td>
<td>The political party should determine whom their base voters are well before the campaign begins. The campaign should decide which voters is their target audience as soon as possible and monitor this throughout the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a campaign message</td>
<td>Political parties should have a basic message that they are constantly delivering and monitoring the impact. The candidate and campaign should develop a message as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a voter contact plan</td>
<td>Once the campaign has completed the research and developed the message, it needs to decide how it will deliver this message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a campaign timeline</td>
<td>The campaign should begin developing a basic timeline as soon as possible and add to it as the campaign progresses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a campaign plan</td>
<td>The campaign plan should be written as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a campaign budget</td>
<td>Once the campaign knows what it intends to accomplish, it should develop a budget of what will be needed in terms of time, money and people to achieve these goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>Once the candidate decides to run they should begin raising the money needed. This will most likely continue throughout the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring the cash flow</td>
<td>The campaign will have to constantly monitor how the money is being spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring campaign staff</td>
<td>The candidate should hire staff as soon as they are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening a headquarters</td>
<td>The campaign should open a headquarters when it is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a press strategy</td>
<td>The press strategy should be part of the overall voter contact plan and should be developed more specifically as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campaign Task</strong></td>
<td><strong>When To Start</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech writing</td>
<td>Speech writing should be done as needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building a coalition</td>
<td>The political parties should begin developing a coalition with civic organizations well in advance of the election. The campaign should make contact and begin working with civic organizations as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting endorsements</td>
<td>The schedule for endorsements is often in the control of the organization that may provide the endorsement. Still, the campaign needs to know this schedule and do what is necessary to earn the desired endorsements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling the candidate</td>
<td>Scheduling is done as needed. The campaign should develop a system for responding to invitations and maintaining a schedule as soon as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing the candidate</td>
<td>Staffing will be done as needed. In most cases, the candidate should have someone with them at all times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with vendors</td>
<td>Once the campaign plan is written, the campaign will need to start dealing with vendors to accomplish the objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting volunteers</td>
<td>Recruiting volunteers should begin early and happen throughout the campaign. Political parties should maintain a database of past volunteers and activists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing campaign materials</td>
<td>Once the message is developed and the method of voter contact is decided upon, the campaign should start developing materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing the voter contact plan</td>
<td>Once the voter contact method is decided upon, the campaign must put all of its effort into implementing the plan. There should also be contact with voters well in advance of the campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to voter requests</td>
<td>Responding to voter requests should be ongoing for both the party and the campaign.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION
This manual provides a great deal of information. Even if you read through the manual first and then work through it step by step, taking the time to write a campaign plan, there are probably still important points you will miss. It is impossible to foresee all that will happen in the campaign, even if you have past political experience. You should refer back to this manual, just as you should refer back to your campaign plan, as the campaign progresses and questions arise.

The most important concepts are the following:

1. You must begin to look at the campaign as a whole and then break it down into easy to accomplish parts.

2. You must develop a realistic strategy for winning and you must write that strategy down in a realistic campaign plan.

3. Finally, you must follow through on that campaign plan, doing the hard work of contacting voters and persuading them.

Following these steps will make your campaign much more efficient at using your resources of time, money and people. Following these steps will make your campaign much more effective at persuading voters to vote for you. Following these steps will start you well on the road to victory.
APPENDIX A: A GLOSSARY OF CAMPAIGN TERMS

Absentee Ballot - A ballot used by a voter who is unable to go to the polls to vote, either because they are disabled or will be away from the district on election day. Often it is mailed to the voter and they must send it back to the board of elections before Election Day. See Ballot.

Advertisements - A form of voter contact in which the campaign pays to have the mass media deliver the message. See Message, Mass Media and Paid Media.

At-Large District - A district often with sub districts in it or where more than one candidate shares the same district. A mayor may run "at-large" while the city council members run in districts. See Multi Mandate.

Attitudes - This describes how the voters feel going into the election - either satisfied or angry, feeling better off or worse off, etc.

Ballot - The official document voters will use to cast their vote, thus making their choices known.

Ballot Placement - This is the place where the candidate's name appears on the ballot. If there are a lot of candidates on the ballot or it is otherwise long, voters will often not read all the way down the list, thus giving candidates with a higher placement a better chance.

Baseline Poll - A political poll taken to determine as much information about the voters as possible, usually done early in the campaign before there is much political activity. See Political Poll and Tracking Poll.

Blind Pull - In areas where there is considerable support for the candidate - say six out of ten voters support the candidate - it may benefit the campaign if as many voters as possible go to the polls, regardless of whether or not the supporters have been identified. If everyone in an area is encouraged to vote, then this is considered a "blind pull" to the polls. See GOTV and Pull.

Board of Elections - Usually a non-partisan board or multi-partisan board set up to oversee the election and make sure that it is conducted fairly. See Election Commission.

Bottleneck - The term used to describe the individual, place or position that causes the flow of information or other activities to slow down or halt.

Budget - The budget usually refers to the amount of money you expect to spend on various aspects of the campaign. You should also figure out how many people are needed to accomplish each task and how long each task will take. In this way you will also be budgeting your time and people resources as well.

By-Election - An election not held at the usually scheduled time, often to fill a vacancy in the office. There is often much lower voter turnout in a special or by-election. See Special Election.

Campaign Calendar - The calendar used to schedule events and voter contact in the campaign. This should be a master calendar with the final say of what goes on in the campaign ("if it's not on the calendar, it's not happening"). Often there is a large, public version (and therefore less complete) hanging on the wall.

Campaign Committee - Often this is the decision making group in the campaign made up of the key advisors to the candidate. See Campaign Team.

Campaign Literature - Printed campaign material used to inform potential voters about the candidate and persuade them to vote for the candidate.
Campaign Manager - The person responsible for overseeing the strategic development and the day-to-day running of the campaign. The candidate cannot be the campaign manager.

Campaign Methods - There are no tricks or fancy techniques to winning the confidence of the voters. There is only hard work and the methods outlined in this manual.

Campaign Plan - The written document bringing together the important research, the targeting, the message and the strategy of the campaign. This should be drafted at the beginning of the campaign and provide a step-by-step outline of how the campaign will get to Election Day.

Campaign Professionals - People who have experience working in many past campaigns and are often paid to work on campaigns. These people understand the hard work needed to persuade voters and get elected. There are no tricks or short cuts.

Campaign Resources - The only resources available in politics are time, money and people. Everything can be divided into one of these areas. It is important that every campaign, no matter how large or small, use each of these resources in the most efficient manner possible.

Campaign Team - Often this is the decision making group in the campaign made up of the key advisors to the candidate. In some cases the campaign team maybe the Campaign Committee plus the campaign staff. See Campaign Committee.

Candidate - This is the person running for a particular elected position. The role of the candidate is to meet voters and potential donors to the campaign and persuade them to support the candidate. The candidate cannot be the campaign manager, responsible for the strategic development and day to day running of the campaign.

Candidate Research - Candidate research is all the information, both good and bad, that your campaign can put together on your candidate. This is part of the overall research that should be done at the beginning of the campaign. See Research.

Canvass - Going from door to door, house-to-house, apartment-to-apartment, voter-to-voter, delivering the campaign message persuading voters and identifying supporters. See Door-to-Door.

Characteristics of Message - A campaign message must be short, truthful and credible, persuasive and important to voters, show contrast with the opposition, speak to the heart, be targeted and repeated again and again.

Coffee Program - A series of "coffees" or small events in various homes of supporters over the course of the campaign. These are labor and time intensive and often require a full time person who organizes them. See Coffees.

Coffees - These are events in the home of a volunteer or supporter where their friends are able to meet the candidate. These have the advantage of face-to-face contact with the candidate, the most persuasive form of voter contact. Coffees can also be used for small donor fundraising. See Coffee Program.

Collateral Group - A demographic group similar to or having similar interests to another demographic group. For example, teachers may share an interest in improving education with mothers. Teachers and mothers would be collateral groups.

Constant Campaign - The concept that the candidate and the party are always working for the next election and do not wait for election time to start delivering a message.

Constituency - A portion of the population represented by a particular elected leader or organization.
Contrast - Using the campaign message to demonstrate the difference between candidates when they are compared with each other. It is important to give the voters a clear choice. See Credibility and Message.

Contributions - Money donated to a political campaign or otherwise given without conditions.

Created Events - Any attempt by the campaign to bring together a large group of people. Generally people brought together by the campaign will already be supporters, but the event may receive press coverage and thereby influence other voters. Created events can also be used to raise funds and energize supporters. See Preset Events.

Credibility - The positive or negative view voters have of a candidate or party. By creating contrast, campaigns can use their message to raise their candidate's credibility, lower their opponents' credibility or both. See Contrast and Message.

Cross Tabs - Comparing or referencing various responses to questions on a political poll with responses to other questions or demographic information. The real information is a political poll comes from the cross tabs. See Political Poll.

Cross-sets - Small groupings within the demographic breakdown that are members of at least two other demographic sets.

Demographic Targeting - Grouping of the voting population based on age, gender, income, education level, occupation, ethnic background, religion, or any other smaller, identifiable grouping of the whole voter population. It is assumed that voters who identify with a particular demographic group will vote in a similar way.

Direct Voter Contact - Any method by which the candidate or the campaign communicates the message to potential voters in person, rather than using some form of media.

Direct Mail Fundraising - Sending voters something in the mail asking them to contribute to an organization, a political party or a candidate.

District - The defined geographic area in which the election will be held and following the election, the winner will represent.

District Research - District research is all the information that your campaign can put together about the district. This is part of the overall research that should be done at the beginning of the campaign. See Research.

Door-to-Door - This is a type of voter contact in which the candidate or volunteers go from one house or apartment to another, talking directly to voters. When done by the candidate, this is one of the most persuasive methods of winning votes, though it is time and labor intensive.

Down Ballot - Often less important offices are placed lower on the ballot. Often down ballot offices receive less votes due to voter drop off or voter fatigue. See Low Profile Race, Voter Drop Off and Voter Fatigue.

Earned Media - Any coverage of the campaign in the press. It is called "earned media," as opposed to paid media, because the campaign will often have to expand a considerable amount of time and energy to receive good coverage.

Election Commission - Usually a non-partisan board set up to oversee the election and make sure that it is conducted fairly. See Board of Elections.

Election Day - The day on which the voters come to the polls and cast their votes to elect their leaders.
Election Goal - This usually refers to the number of votes needed to win an election. It is assumed that the overall goal of the election campaign is to win a particular office. This is not always the case. Some candidates run for office to promote a particular idea or expose an opponent's record on a particular issue.

Election Rules - Any laws or rules of the election commission that will affect the election in any way.

Election Technologies - This term often refers to complicated ideas or "tricks" for convincing voters to vote for the candidate. There are no tricks and the campaign methods outlined here are not complicated. They only require a lot of hard work, day after day. See Campaign Methods.

Electorate - This is the portion of the population able to vote in this election. See Voters.

Electronic Media - Electronic media is television and radio organizations that use spoken words and/or video, as opposed to the print media that uses the written word and/or pictures. See Print Media and Mass Media.

Endorsements - Endorsements are announced or written support for the candidate from opinion leaders or organizations that will influence members of their organizations or other voters to vote for the candidate. See Opinion Leaders.

Ethnic Voter - An ethnic voter is one who identifies with a particular national, religious or language grouping. These are generally groupings within the demographic breakdown of the population.

Executive Office - An elected position that oversees the running of the government, such as a mayor, governor or president. See Legislative Office.

Expected Turnout - The number of voters you believe will go to the polls and vote in this particular election and this particular race.

Field Director - A person on the campaign staff responsible for organizing the direct contact with the voters by the candidate and the volunteers.

Filing Deadline - The last day and time in which the candidate can file for a particular office.

Focus Groups - A method of sociological research in which a small group of people are brought together and asked a series of questions. The point is to receive qualitative information about public attitudes and test reactions to various messages and information. See Political Polling.

Friends of Friends Program - A method of voter contact where volunteers agree to contact their friends either through the mail or on the phone and encourage them to vote for the candidate.

Fundraiser - An event planned with the goal of raising money for the campaign. Fundraiser may also refer to the person who raises the funds for the campaign by any method.

Fundraising - Any method used to raise money for the campaign.

Geographic Targeting - Grouping the voting population based on where they live and determining patterns within the voting population based on geography. It is assumed that voters who live a particular area and voted one way in the past will probably vote the same way in the future, barring any extreme change in their situation.

Golden Rule - All campaigns must repeatedly communicate a persuasive message to people who will vote.
GOTV - "Get Out The Vote" or GOTV is the term used to remind voters to go to the polls and vote for your candidate. Often a campaign will expend a considerable amount of effort just before Election Day to make sure that your supporters turn out and vote. See Pull and Blind Pull.

High Profile Race - An election campaign for a particular office that voters are interested in and want to hear about. High profile races often receive the most votes. See Low Profile Race.

Horserace Question - A question on a political poll that asks, "if the election were held today, would you vote for candidate X or candidate Y." This type of information is often of little use to the campaign because it does not provide a reason for the decision. The only horserace question that counts is at the polls on Election Day. See Political Polling.

Image Maker - There are a lot of people with very little campaign experience who are conning candidates into thinking that elections are complicated or that there are certain tricks they can use to fool the voters. They often talk about psychoanalyzing the voters or the way a candidate dresses instead of the hard work of contacting voters and persuading them with a clear message. Lazy candidates who are looking for a quick fix often fall for their talk and waste a lot of time and money in doing so. See Campaign Professionals.

Incumbent - A candidate running again for an elected position that they already hold.

Internet Campaigning - Any method of voter contact using computers and the communications network. Typically this involves developing campaign pages on the World Wide Web. While this can be an inexpensive way to convey a lot of information to those interested in the candidate and the campaign, it is not an effective voter contact method because it does not go to the voters. Instead voters have to go to it.

Issues - A solution or partial solution to a problem. The economic crisis is a problem, not an issue. Whether or not cutting taxes to spur investment or paying pensions are good ideas may be issues.

Kitchen Cabinet - A term used to describe the key advisors to a candidate informally organized so as not to attract attention.

Lawn Signs - Large signs with the candidate's name on them and the office they are seeking which can be put on lawns and other areas near roads. Lawn signs are good for increasing name recognition of the candidate and reminding people to vote. See Visibility.

Leadership Qualities - The particular traits people are looking for in those that represent them.

Legislative Office - A legislative office is a position on an elected council, congress or other body dealing with legislation. See Executive Office.

Literature Drop - A voter contact method in which volunteers go door to door to leave campaign literature at each house or apartment of voters in the district. Because they do not knock on the doors and talk to voters, this is a less persuasive method of voter contact than door to door, but can be accomplished a lot quicker. See Campaign Literature and Door-to-Door.

Literature Handout - A voter contact method in which volunteers hand campaign literature to potential voters gathered in any large groups, such as workers leaving a factory, commuters waiting for a train or shoppers at a market. See Campaign Literature.

Low Profile Race - An election campaign for a particular office that voters are not that interested in and they are likely to ignore. See High Profile Race and Down Ballot.
Mail - A voter contact method in which campaign literature is sent through the post to voters. Depending on the type of voter file or mailing list you have, this literature can be targeted to voters based on geography or demographics. See Campaign Literature and Voter File.

Majority - Fifty percent of the votes cast plus one vote. This as opposed to a simple plurality of the vote or the most votes cast. See Plurality.

Margin of Victory - The number of votes needed to assure that the candidate wins the election. See Targeting.

Mass Media - Any independent press that has a large audience.

Media Market - The geographic area reached by the mass media in a particular region. Often a newspaper will have a circulation within a city and its metropolitan area and a television station can only reach a certain area.

Message - A limited body of truthful information that is consistently conveyed by the candidate and the campaign to provide persuasive reasons for voters to vote for the candidate.

Message Box - The exercise in which the campaign views what will be said in the election by us about us, by us about them, by them about them and by them about us. This should be a fairly complete picture of everything that will be said during the campaign and should provide the campaign with a clear contrast with their opponents.

Money - One of the three resources in every political campaign, the others being time and people. It is important to determine how much money each activity in the campaign will cost and plan for it. See Campaign Resources and Budget.

Multi Mandate - An election district in which more than one candidate will win the positions sought in this campaign.

Murphy's Law - "Anything that can go wrong will go wrong."

Name Recognition - Identification of the candidate's name by the voters. Often voters will know little about the candidates and therefore vote for the name that they recognize. It is important for candidates to have the voters associate their name with their message because only the name will appear on the ballot.

Non-Partisan - When something relates to all political parties or no particular political parties. A non-partisan election is one where candidates are not affiliated with particular parties and their party is not listed on the ballot. A non-partisan organization is one that associates with either no political parties or many different political parties, avoiding the association with one particular party.

Opinion Leaders - Opinion leaders are people in the community who can influence others. These people can be leaders of civic organizations, other political leaders, members of the media, or well-known and respected individuals. It is often important to win the endorsement of these individuals early in the campaign. See Endorsements.

Opponents - These are other candidates running for the same office and on the same ballot as your candidate.

Opposition Research - Opposition research is all the information, both good and bad, that your campaign can put together on all of the viable opponents. This is part of the overall research that should be done at the beginning of the campaign. See Research.

Paid Media - Any advertisements the campaign pays to have placed in the mass media, such as television, radio or newspapers.
Palm Card - A standard piece of campaign literature used to describe the candidate and provide a reason to vote for them. This should provide a clear summary of the campaign message. See Campaign Literature and Message.

Partisan - Anything relating to the political party. When an election is partisan, it means that party affiliation matters and may be listed on the ballot. See Non-Partisan.

Party List - This is a method of voting where the voters vote for a party and the party selects the candidates based on the percentage of the vote it receives.

Past Performance - This is the information for past elections on how many votes or what percentage of votes candidates from a particular party or similar ideology received. If there are similar candidates or multiple elections, the various percentages can be averaged together to find an overall performance.

People - One of the three resources every political campaign has, the other two being time and money. It is important to determine how many people will be needed to accomplish each activity and plan for it. See Campaign Resources.

Persuadability - This is the percentage of voters in a precinct or district that do not vote in a consistent way. In other words, voters in a district may vote for one candidate and not vote for a candidate with a similar ideology or from the same party in either the same election or in two consecutive elections. These non-consistent voters are considered to be persuadable and the percentage of persuadable voters in a district can influence the amount and type of voter contact the campaign plans in that district.

Persuadable Voters - Voters who do not vote in a consistent way, voting for one candidate and not voting for a candidate with a similar ideology or from the same party in either the same election or in two consecutive elections. It is believed that these voters do not identify with a particular party or ideology and can be persuaded by a clear message.

Phone Bank - A place where there are a number of phones and volunteers are able to come together as a group to phone voters.

Phoning - A method of voter contact in which volunteers call voters on the phone. This method can be used to persuade voters, identify supporters and turn out the vote near Election Day.

Platform - The program, often written, that the political party or candidate will address if and when they are elected. This is not a campaign message. See Program.

Plurality - The most votes cast in a given election. This differs from a majority of the votes cast or 50% plus one vote. See Majority.

Political Landscape - The environment in which the campaign will be waged, particularly in reference to the various people involved in politics in the area.

Political Players - Those people involved in politics in the area and who may influence the campaign one way or another.

Political Polling - Scientific, quantitative sociological research based on randomly selected voters used by the campaign to determine the opinions of the voters and used to provide strategic planning information.

Polling Place - The particular location where voters go to cast their ballots.

Posters - Large signs with the candidate's name on them and the office they are seeking which can be put in windows and on poles. Posters are good for increasing name recognition of the candidate and reminding people to vote. See Visibility.
Precinct - The smallest district in relation to elections. Usually a precinct has one polling place.

Precinct Captain - An individual responsible for organizing the party activity, voter contact program and Election Day operation in a particular precinct. Sometimes these people are volunteers and sometimes they are elected. See Precinct.

Precinct Information - Whatever information can be gathered about a particular precinct, such as voter list, turnout from the last election, and returns from the last election.

Preset Events - Any event or large grouping of voters organized outside the campaign, where the campaign can go and meet voters. These can be parades, conventions, or debates. These are often outside the control of the campaign. See Created Events.

Press - Anyone working for a mass media organization and who is writing or otherwise commenting on the election campaign. This may also refer to what is written - "he received good press."

Press Conference - An event planned by the campaign to which the press is invited with the purpose to providing information about the campaign or on a particular issue.

Press Packet - A pack of information developed by the campaign and giving to the press to provide them with more information about the candidate and the campaign. A press packet often includes a candidate biography, a photo of the candidate, a copy of the press release announcing their candidacy or the speech, press releases outlining various position papers, copies of good press the campaign has received, and copies of campaign literature.

Press Q&A - An opportunity for the press to ask the candidate questions and receive answers.

Press Release - Information provided by the campaign to reporters and others in the mass media presenting the candidates position on a particular issue or event. Press releases are often written in the form of a news story.

Press Secretary - This is the individual in the campaign organization responsible for dealing with the mass media. See Mass Media and Press.

Print Media - Print media are independent newspapers and magazines or any other part of the mass media using the written word and/or still pictures, as opposed to the electronic media that use the spoken word and/or video. See Electronic Media and Mass Media.

Proactive Campaign - A campaign that has a strategy and a written plan to carry that strategy out. This campaign sets the agenda in the election and knows what to expect from their opponents. See Reactive Campaign.

Program - The candidate or party's program is what they say they will do concerning various issues important to the voters. A program is not a message. See Message and Platform.

Pull - Making sure that voters who support the candidate go to the polls and vote for the candidate on Election Day. The campaign should do everything short of "pulling" the voters to the polls. Generally only supporters who have been identified previously are encouraged to vote, except in areas of extreme support. See GOTV and Blind Pull.

Q&A - "Questions and Answers." See Press Q&A.

Race - An election campaign is often compared to a running race in which candidates "run for office." See Running for Office.

Reactive Campaign - A campaign that spends its resources responding to the political landscape and what happens during the campaign. This is a campaign that lacks a plan, is always behind and cannot set the agenda. See Proactive Campaign.
Research - All the information that will influence this election that your campaign can find. This may include information about the election rules, the district, the voters, past elections, this election, your candidate and any viable opponents. Research is the first step in putting together a campaign strategy and plan.

Rule of Finite Resources - Every decision to do something is a decision not to do something else. Every campaign has a limited number of each of the resources, time, money and people, and must make decisions about how to use those resources. It is therefore important to have a written campaign plan which lays out the strategy.

Run Off - In certain systems, an election held to determine a winner with a majority of the votes when none of the candidates received a majority in the first round. The top two candidates who received the most votes in the first round will run in the run-off election.

Running for Office - An election campaign is often compared to a running race in which candidates "run for office." See Race.

Scheduler - The person in the campaign responsible for keeping the campaign calendar, the candidate's calendar and responding to invitations.

Single Mandate - An election district in which one candidate will win the position sought in this campaign.

Slogan - This is a short phrase that voters may remember to identify the candidate or campaign. A slogan is not a message.

Sound Trucks - Automobiles with loud speakers attached to them that go through areas of the district broadcasting a message. These are considered part of the visibility method of voter contact.

Special Election - An election not held at the usually scheduled time, often to fill a vacancy in the office. There is often a much lower voter turnout in a special or by-election. See By-Election.

Speech - Usually prepared remarks given orally to a group of people or a large audience.

Stay On Message - When a candidate or campaign continues to deliver the same message or theme at every opportunity. Often the opponent will try to pull the campaign off their message but it is critical not to let this happen.

Strategic Planning Session - A meeting, or short series of meetings, of the candidate and any key advisors that will gather the necessary information and determine the overall strategy of the campaign. This strategy must be written down in the form of a campaign plan. See Campaign Plan.

Strategy - The method, written into the campaign plan, of what the campaign will do from this point to election day to elect the candidate to the chosen office.

Stump Speech - A standard speech delivered by a candidate on many occasions. This speech should contain the campaign message as its core and be repeated at every opportunity.

Supporters - Voters and others who have been identified by the campaign as people who will vote for the candidate or party in this election.

Surrogate - Anyone speaking on behalf of the candidate or otherwise officially representing the candidate.

Swing District - An election district has a history of voting for different parties or different types of candidates in the same or consecutive elections. Because the district can "swing" back and
forth between different parties or candidates, it is often important to spend campaign
resources to persuade voters in these districts to ensure that the campaign wins them. See
Persuadability.

Swing Precincts - Precincts within a particular election district that have a history of voting for
different parties or different ideologies in different elections. The campaign may want to
put extra resources into these districts to ensure that the candidate wins them. See
Precincts.

Swing Voter - Voters who are not tied to a particular political party or ideology, but have a history
of voting for different parties or different ideologies in the same or different elections.
These voters are considered persuadable and likely to be reached by a good campaign
message or other information. See Persuadable Voter.

Target Voters - Voters whom the campaign believes are most likely to be persuaded by the
campaign's message and thus provide the margin of victory. See Message and Margin of
Victory.

Targeting - The process of dividing the voting population into smaller groups and determining
which of the votes you want to concentrate your message on to provide the margin of
victory. See Demographic Targeting and Geographic Targeting.

The Campaign - This refers to either the organization put together to elect a particular candidate or
the period of time in which an election is waged.

Time - One of the three resources every political campaign has, the other two being people and
money. It is important to determine how much time each campaign activity will take and
plan for it. Unlike the other two resources, time is the same for each of the campaigns
involved in an election, but not all campaigns use their time as effectively. See Campaign
Resources.

Tracking Poll - A political poll taken later in the campaign to determine how the campaign's
message and the various methods of voter contact is affecting undecided and persuadable
voters. See Baseline Poll and Political Poll.

Turnout - This is the portion of the electorate that actually goes to the polls and votes. This can be
referred to as a percentage or as a real number.

Values - The principles considered desirable by the voters.

Visibility - The voter contact method in which the candidate's name is advertised on signs, tee
shirts, cups and just about anything else. If seen enough this can often raise the candidates
name recognition but it does little to persuade voters with a campaign message.

Volunteer - A supporter of the candidate who generally spends some of their time helping the
campaign without being paid a salary.

Volunteer Coordinator - A person on the campaign staff responsible for recruiting and scheduling
volunteers.

Vote Shifting - When voters vote for one candidate in one election and vote for a candidate from a
different party or with a different ideology in the next election. Voters who shift their votes
are considered to be persuadable with a campaign message. See Persuadability.

Vote Splitting - When voters vote for one candidate and vote for a candidate from a different party
or with a different ideology on the same ballot in the same election. Voters who split their
votes are considered to be persuadable with a campaign message. See Persuadability.
Voter Drop Off - Less important or lower profile races often receive less votes than higher profile races because often voters do not know about the race, do not know the candidates and do not feel comfortable voting for candidates they do not know.

Voter Fatigue - The tendency of voters not to vote for candidates they do not know or in races they do not care about. Voter fatigue is greatest in low profile or down ballot races. See Voter Drop Off, Low Profile and Down Ballot.

Voter File - A database that contains at least the name and address of all the voters in a district. An enhanced voter file may have other information about the voters such as their phone numbers, their ages, and whether or not they have a history of voting in the past. Political parties and candidates may further enhance the voter file by finding out who supports the candidate or what issues are important to voters. The only way to do this is to ask voters directly.

Voter Priorities - Voters often care about things that affect them directly, such as their job or the education of their children. They often care less about policy issues that they have little control over. Candidates need to speak to the voters about things they care about.

Voter - This is any person who is able to vote in this election for this particular office. See Electorate.
APPENDIX B: CAMPAIGN RESEARCH QUESTIONS

These are a series of questions designed to assist the campaign in understanding the particular situation of this campaign and develop a realistic strategy. Not every question may apply to every type of campaign but by working through the entire series you may begin to think about things you may have overlooked.

Some questions you will know the answer to immediately and others will require some research. In some cases, you may have to take an educated guess about the answer to a particular question. You should do this only as a last resort. It is important that you set and stick to a time limit for completing this research and answering these questions.

1) Election Rules

   a) The Type of Election
      i) What type of election is this (for example, party list or candidate, single mandate or multi mandate)?
      ii) What is required to win the election (for example, a simple plurality or a majority of the votes cast)?
      iii) How many seats are open in this election race (for example, is this a single mandate or multi-mandate seat)?
      iv) Will you be running alone or as part of a team?
      v) What are the roles and responsibilities of the office you are running for?

   b) Election Law
      i) Filing Candidacy
         (1) What are the filing deadlines?
         (2) What is needed to file as a candidate?
      ii) Campaign Finance
         (1) Are there contribution limits?
         (2) What requirements are there for reporting contributions?
         (3) What are the campaign finance filing deadlines?
      iii) Campaigning
         (1) What is the law regarding access to the media?
         (2) What is the law regarding sound trucks, posters, lawn signs or other methods of visibility?
      iv) Election Day
         (1) Is there a turnout requirement for the election to be valid?
         (2) When do the polls open and close?
         (3) What are the rules about campaigning on Election Day?
         (4) What are the rules about campaigning near a polling place?
         (5) Who is responsible for running the elections and validating the results?
2) The District
a) What is the district like?
   i) What are the physical boundaries of the district (in other words, how large is the district)?
   ii) What are the physical characteristics of the district (for example, is the district rural or urban, flat or mountainous, etc.)?
   iii) Are there any important environmental factors effecting the district?
   iv) What is the economic situation in the district?
   v) Have the economic circumstances recently changed for the better or worse?
   vi) How has the overall population of the district changed recently?
   vii) What is the transportation system like?
   viii) What other data is available on the district?

b) What is the political landscape of the district?
   i) Who are the political players in the district?
   ii) What is the situation with the local, regional or national political parties?
   iii) Who are the civic leaders?
   iv) Who are the business leaders?
   v) Who else could be considered an opinion leader?

c) Where do voters get their information?
   i) Who, what and where are all the local media outlets?
   ii) Who controls the local media outlets?
   iii) Who are the reporters covering this election for the local media outlets?
   iv) When are the news programs?
   v) What are the deadlines for the reporters?
   vi) How does the media view the campaign?
   vii) How will the media cover the campaign?
   viii) Which press will be favorable to the candidate and which will be favorable to the opposition?
   ix) Where can the campaign buy advertisements?

3) The Voters
a) Is there a voter file or accurate list of all possible voters in the district and who has it?

b) What is the party breakdown of the voters or level of support for various political parties?
c) What are the demographic make up of the voters (for example, income levels, education levels, professions, race or ethnic backgrounds, religious background, age, gender, etc.)?
d) What is the geographic break down of the voting population (who lives where)?
e) Which groups of voters are more likely to vote than other groups of voters?
f) What are your supporters like?
g) What are the target voters like and how many meet this profile?
h) What are the important organizations in the district?
i) What are the major forms of recreation?
j) Where do people work?
k) Where do people shop?
l) Do certain demographic groups, such as seniors, students or apartment dwellers tend to live in a particular part of the district?
m) Have there been any substantial changes in the overall makeup of the population recently?

4) Past Elections
a) Who ran for this position in past elections?
b) What where the results for this position in past elections?
c) What percentage of the population voted in past elections?
d) How many votes were cast in past elections?
e) How many votes were needed to win this position in past elections?
f) What are the results for elections for other positions in this district?
g) What is the difference in level of support similar candidates received in past elections?

5) This Election
a) The Issues
   i) What local issues are important to voters?
   ii) What regional or national issues are important to voters?
   iii) What is the main motivating factor for voters?
   iv) What is the voter mood?
   v) How do the voters feel about the Party leaders?
   vi) How do the voters feel about the national leaders?
b) Other Races
   i) What other races will be on the ballot in this election and how does their presence impact this race?
   ii) Who else will have campaign organizations operating in the district?
   iii) What opportunities are there for coordinating with other campaigns?
6) Our Candidate
   a) What is your candidate's background?
      i) Describe the candidate's childhood.
      ii) Describe the candidate's education.
      iii) Describe the candidate's work history.
      iv) Describe the candidate's immediate family.
      v) What role will the family play in the campaign?
      vi) Has the candidate previously held elected or appointed public office?
      vii) What public statements or important votes has the candidate made?
      viii) What have others said about the candidate (both good and bad)?
      ix) Does the candidate have a record of keeping past promises?
      x) Is there a particular voting group that is either happy or unhappy with the candidate?
      xi) Are there any court or other public records of the candidate?
      xii) What is the candidate's voting record and can this be made public?
      xiii) What is the candidate best known for and how well known is the candidate?
      xiv) What are the most important accomplishments of the candidate?
      xv) Is the candidate charismatic when meeting people? Is the candidate a good public speaker?
      xvi) Are there any negative things in the candidate's past which the campaign should deal with or which an opponent might take advantage of?
   b) What resources does the candidate or the campaign have?
      i) What financial resources will the candidate use?
      ii) How much time will the candidate realistically spend fundraising?
      iii) To what organizations does the candidate belong?
      iv) What assistance can these organizations provide?
      v) What organizations or political action committees are likely to donate to the campaign?
      vi) What is the cheapest way to raise the most money from proven and potential contributors?
      vii) Is there early money?
      viii) When will the money come in?
      ix) What is the cash flow for the campaign?
      x) When will the contributions be collected and how will this affect cash flow?
   c) What does the candidate like and dislike?

7) Viable Opponents
   a) Who are the viable opponents?
b) What are the viable opponents' backgrounds?
   i) Describe the opponents' education.
   ii) Describe the opponents' previous jobs.
   iii) Describe the opponents' previous elected or appointed positions.
   iv) What is the opponents' voting record?
   v) What previous public statements or important votes have the opponents'
made?
   vi) Are there court or other public records on the opponents?
   vii) What negative thing in the opponents' background could be exploited?

c) What resources do the opponents bring to the campaign?
   i) How will the opponents fund their campaign?
   ii) What other resources are available to the opponents?
APPENDIX C: GEOGRAPHIC TARGETING METHODOLOGY

This appendix lays out the methodology for measuring the three characteristics important in geographic targeting as explained in Step Three: Targeting the Voters.

Turnout is, quite simply, the percent of eligible voters who actually vote. Because your only clue to a precinct's behavior in the upcoming election is its behavior in past elections, you generally predict turnout with the following formula:

\[
\frac{(\text{Votes Cast 1} + \text{Votes Cast 2})}{(\text{Eligible Voters} \times 2 \text{ elections})}
\]

\[
\text{Votes Cast 1} = \text{Number of votes cast in first past election}
\]

\[
\text{Votes Cast 2} = \text{Number of votes cast in second past election}
\]

\[
\text{Eligible Voters} = \text{Total number of eligible voters in the precinct}
\]

Thus, this formula is simply the average turnout over two past elections. People doing very careful targeting will give more weight in their formulas to more recent elections.

In measuring expected turnout, it is important that you choose elections of a similar character to the upcoming election.

Performance is the percent of voters in a precinct who consistently vote for candidates or parties of the same orientation as your candidate. In places with strong party affiliation, this may mean looking at the average of all the votes received by all of the candidates of the same party over the course of two or more elections. The following formula would be used to define a precinct's "performance:

\[
\frac{(\text{DemLeg95} + \text{DemPres96} + \text{DemGov97} + \text{DemMayor97})}{4 \text{ Elections}}
\]

\[
\text{DemLeg95} = \text{percentage of votes received by "Democratic Party" legislative candidate in the precinct in 1995}
\]

\[
\text{DemPres96} = \text{percentage of votes received by "Democratic Party" presidential candidate in the precinct in 1996}
\]

\[
\text{DemGov97} = \text{percentage of votes received by "Democratic Party" governor candidate in the precinct in 1997}
\]

\[
\text{DemMayor97} = \text{percentage of votes received by "Democratic Party" mayor candidate in the precinct in 1997}
\]

This formula is a simple average of the performance in the precinct of four "Democratic Party" candidates in four elections. Performance formulas are usually more complex, and, again, people doing more careful targeting will give more weight to more recent elections.

Obviously, defining "performance" in areas where party affiliations are less strong will be a little trickier. One possible formula might be:

\[
\frac{(\text{demLeg95} + \text{demPres96} + \text{demGov97} + \text{demMayor97})}{4 \text{ Elections}}
\]

\[
\text{demLeg95} = \text{percentage of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented legislative candidate in the precinct in 1995}
\]

\[
\text{demPres96} = \text{percentage of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented presidential candidate in the precinct in 1996}
\]

\[
\text{demGov97} = \text{percentage of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented governor candidate in the precinct in 1997}
\]
demMayor97 = percentage of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented mayor candidate in the precinct in 1997

This formula is the average of the votes for "democratic orientation" in four elections. Obviously, choosing which parties and which candidates well represent "democratic orientation" will be a little tricky.

Persuadability is the percentage of voters in a precinct that do not vote in a consistent way. Either they "split" their vote (vote for candidates of different orientations in the same election) or "shift" their vote (vote for candidates of different orientations over the course of two or more elections). It is generally considered that "vote splitters" and "vote shifters" are the voters most likely to be persuaded by a campaign's efforts.

A campaign might use the following formula to measure persuadability. This formula averages the precinct's "vote shifters" (between the legislative races in 1995 and the presidential races in 1996) with the "vote splitters" (between the gubernatorial race and mayors race in 1997).

\[
\frac{[(DemLeg95 \text{ minus } DemPres96) \text{ plus } (DemGov97 \text{ minus } DemMayor97)]}{2 \text{ Elections}}
\]

DemLeg95 = number of votes received by "Democratic Party" legislative candidate in the precinct in 1995

DemPres96 = number of votes received by "Democratic Party" presidential candidate in the precinct in 1996

DemGov97 = number of votes received by "Democratic Party" governor candidate in the precinct in 1997

DemMayor97 = number of votes received by "Democratic Party" mayor candidate in the precinct in 1997

Note: Use absolute values for the subtraction results.

Again, where party affiliations are less strong, defining "persuadability" will be a little trickier. One possible formula might be:

\[
\frac{[(demLeg95 \text{ minus } demPres96) \text{ plus } (demGov97 \text{ minus } demMayor97)]}{2 \text{ Elections}}
\]

demLeg95 = number of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented legislative candidate in the precinct in 1995

demPres96 = number of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented presidential candidate in the precinct in 1996

demGov97 = number of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented governor candidate in the precinct in 1997

demMayor97 = number of votes received by a similar "democratic" oriented mayor candidate in the precinct in 1997

This formula averages the precinct's "vote shifters" (between the legislative races in 1995 and the presidential races in 1996) with the "vote splitters" (between the gubernatorial race and mayors race in 1997) for "democratic orientation" in four elections. Obviously, choosing which parties and which candidates well represent "democratic orientation" will be a little tricky.
APPENDIX D: ISSUES RELATED TO POLITICAL POLLING

Goals of Polling:

1. Strategic information for political campaign

The chief goal of polling is to provide you with strategic planning information that is useful for conducting its political campaign. Specifically, you must use your polls to find out which demographic groups are most likely to be your supporters and will be persuaded by your message. Polling simply to find out the current standing of the candidate is useless and a waste of valuable resources. The campaign should conduct each poll with a specific purpose, and should have a specific reason for asking each question on the poll.

2. Discover the attitudes and concerns of voters

A political campaign is about voters. To be successful, you must talk about the things in which voters are interested in a way that voters can relate to. Polling is an excellent way to measure the attitudes and concerns of voters.

3. Discover the issues that move voters

Every political activist knows the major issues of the current political campaign. However, given limited resources with which to meet voters, the campaign must know the priorities of the voters among these issues, especially how those priorities differ among sub-sets of the voting population. Polling can help the campaign focus its message and make the best use of its resources.

4. Discover the candidate's position

Voters perceive each candidate to have its own strengths and weaknesses; a candidate that is perceived to be strongly against corruption, for example, may simultaneously be perceived as weak in dealing with economic or foreign policy. The campaign can use polling to discover exactly where it stands in the minds of the voters and to determine on what issues to focus its campaign.

5. Test messages

The campaign can use polling to determine the effectiveness of various messages before committing resources toward communicating those messages to voters. Additionally, you can use polling to determine the effectiveness of the messages that opponents are likely to use against them, as well as the best defenses against those messages.

6. Track trends

As the campaign progresses, you need to know what is happening in the minds of the voters: are they listening to the candidate's messages or to messages of the opponents? Small-scale "tracking polls" can determine this information during the election campaign.

Types of Questions:

1. Screening questions

Since the purpose of the poll is to formulate election strategy, you should be interested in talking only to those who will actually vote. Political polls typically begin with a set of screening questions to determine who is most likely to vote.

2. Favorability questions

The campaign needs to determine which parties, leaders, and institutions are viewed favorably or unfavorably by voters. The voter must be encouraged to be honest, to admit that he does not know a name or has no opinion; often, a fake "control" name is used for this purpose.
3. Questions about the general political environment
These questions might include "Is the country on the right track or the wrong track?" or "Are you better off or worse off now than you were several years ago?" The purpose of such questions is to gauge the overall mood and attitudes of the voters.

4. Issue importance and positioning questions
These questions ask voters to prioritize the political issues to be discussed in the campaign and to evaluate the parties' performance on these issues. In one variant, voters are asked to rate each issue (crime, inflation, unemployment, etc.) as "extremely important", "very important", "somewhat important", or "not very important"; in another variant, voters are actually asked to prioritize short lists of issues.

5. Leadership qualities and positioning questions
These questions ask voters to prioritize the characteristics that they wish to see in their political leaders. The wording of these questions is similar to that of the issue importance questions, substituting phrases like "strong", "well-educated", or "understands people like me" for the issue terms.

6. Horse-race questions
Horse-race questions are quite familiar: "If the election were held today, would you vote for Ivan Ivanov or Sergie Arbatov?" While important for tracking progress, these questions are in some sense the least important questions on the poll. In the American context, the primary purpose of such questions is fundraising or the manipulation of the media, not the basis of political strategy. Because a small percentage of voters may identify with parties or candidates, more useful to candidates are questions about whether voters would consider voting for XXX candidate or party; this way potential supporters can be identified by demographic groups.

7. Message testing questions
Message testing questions might include: "Would you be more likely or less likely to vote for a candidate/party with X characteristics?" The purpose, of course, is to test both the party's and the party's opponents' messages to determine their likely effect.

These questions are often worded neutrally to mask the name of the party or candidate being discussed.

8. Two-sided issue questions
The purpose of these questions is to find out what voters might think about a particular issue after hearing arguments from both sides. A typical question might be: "Proponents of a certain proposal say X, while opponents of the proposal say Y. Do you strongly agree with the proposal, mildly agree with the proposal, mildly disagree, or strongly disagree?"

9. Demographic questions
At the end of a poll, voters are usually asked a series of demographic questions (age, income level, education level, etc.) to determine what differences exist among sub-sets of the population. This is important for defining the demographic groups who are supporting your party, undecided, or supporting your opponents. This is also the key to defining issues and messages that work for demographic groups.
Common Mistakes in Design and Use of Polls:

1. Bad sampling
The sample of the poll must be completely random and must reflect the population that will ultimately vote. Too many or not enough respondents from one sex, age, income, or geographic group, etc. will give inaccurate information about the population as a whole. Screening is critical to ensure that only likely voters respond.

2. Biased questions
The purpose of the poll is to give the party accurate information. Thus, all questions must be worded in a neutral, non-biased manner in order to get the most honest response. For example, you will never get accurate information about people's attitudes towards Chechnya if you ask questions like "Do you oppose the brutal and illegal invasion of Chechnya by the Russian Federation?" or "Do you favor military action to oppose the Chechen terrorists leading the illegal effort to secede from the Russian Federation?"

3. Asking two questions at once
Asking two questions at once will give you confusing answers. For example, if you ask the question "Do you favor military action to oppose the Chechen terrorists leading the illegal effort to secede from the Russian Federation," the respondent will not know whether to comment on the legality of Chechen separatist movement or on the rightness of using force to oppose it?

4. Insider questions
Faulty polls often include questions that are well understood by politicians but not by average people. If the respondent does not understand a question, he cannot give an honest response. For example, few voters will have an opinion on a question like "Do you think that the Conventional Forces in Europe treaty can be applied to the conflict in Chechnya?" but they may have an opinion on a question like "Do you think that Russia should be prohibited by international treaties from using military force within the borders of the Russian Federation?"

5. Questions too general
Everyone knows that the economy is an important issue in any political campaign. But what exactly about the economy is important? The questions in a poll must be specific to the issues that will be important.

6. Over-reliance on horse race questions
The answer to a horse-race question is ultimately important only on Election Day. A party should never become over-confident from strong poll results or despondent from weak poll results. Rather, the party should use the poll to determine its strategy for the future.

7. Failure to use cross-tab information to target messages to voter segments
Voters are not uniform and will not respond in the same way to the same messages. The party should use the poll to find out the differences among sub-sets of voters and to design messages for each target sub-set.
APPENDIX E: DRAWING CONTRAST WITH YOUR OPPONENTS

One of the most difficult problems facing candidates and political activists is the problem of creating a contrast with your opponents in the minds of the voters. Party programs and messages tend to be bland and generic, and the voters never understand why one candidate or party is better than another is. As a result, voters grow cynical and begin to view democratic elections as meaningless.

In designing your campaign message, you must give your target audience the sharpest possible contrast with your opponents. If you don't, then your target audience has no reason to vote for you instead of your opponent. In order to ensure that your message has this contrast, you should be able to word it in the following way:

"When you go to the polls on Election Day, I want you to keep one thing in mind. The differences between my opponent and me could not be clearer. You can vote for me, who stands for XXX, or you can vote for my opponents, who stand for YYY. What our country and our region need are a lot more XXX, and a lot less YYY. That's what this election is about, and that's what you are going to decide."

When searching for the "XXX" and "YYY", you may look at the following areas:

1. Values: How is what you stand for significantly different than what your opponents stand for?

2. Policies: What would you do as an elected leader that is significantly different from what your opponents would do?

3. Experience: How will the differences between your work and educational experience and your opponents' experience influence the way you would behave in office? Often, when values and policies are very similar, experience is the best way to draw contrast -- Which candidate is best able to deliver the promised policies or values?

For any particular trait under the above headings, you must craft your message in order to draw the most favorable contrast with your opponents. Examples of how to do this include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XXX</th>
<th>Vs.</th>
<th>YYY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive change</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Stagnancy, status quo, or Instability, uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Stability, certainty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstream</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Fringe, radical, extreme, or Staid, unwilling to risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Bold, dynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patriotic</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Unpatriotic, or Nationalist extremism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Common sense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic, compromising</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Partisan, uncompromising, or &quot;Sell-out&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Idealistic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the common people</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>For the elite or Anti-intellectual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Based on intelligence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimistic</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Pessimistic, or Dreamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Realist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest, trustworthy Or Realistic, world-wise</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Corrupt, untrustworthy, Or Naive, &quot;babe-in-the-woods&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protects your region first Or Statesman looking out for the Nation</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Sell-out to Moscow, Or Provincial, small-minded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against greedy businessmen Or Pro-business, pro-growth</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>In the pocket of the rich, Or Over-regulation, Anti-growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social protection Or For individual responsibility</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Uncaring, heartless, Or For the narcotic of government support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual thinker Or Trusted &quot;team player&quot;</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Puppet of party leader, Or Maverick, &quot;loose cannon&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For responsible public investment Or For private initiative</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Allowing factories to deteriorate, Or For support of inefficient wasteful state enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For quick and efficient privatization Or For fairness in distributing assets</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>For continued inefficient management Or For giving national resources to the rich and corrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, dynamic Or Wisdom, experienced</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Old, stuck in the past Or Foolish, inexperienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has the clout to get things done Or Independent, integrity</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Weak, not serious Or Has ties to corrupt nomenclature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly educated and intelligent Or Understands common people</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Unimpressive background Or Egg headed, out of touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive government experience Or Real-world experience</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Untried, untested Or Part of the problem in Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understands business Or Not corrupted by money</td>
<td>Vs.</td>
<td>Locked in the past system Or New Russian, tainted by money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX F: SAMPLE CAMPAIGN FORMS

As the campaign becomes more intense, it is important that you have established procedures for keeping accurate records, delivering clear instructions and dealing with various things such as invitations and contributions to your campaign. You should review the following forms and consider adapting them for use in your campaign.

Sample Volunteer Card or Database Form

| Voter's Name: ________________________________________________________ |
| Address: _____________________________________________________________ |
| Precinct: _____________________________________________________________ |
| Phone: _______________________________________________________________ |
| Party Affiliation: _____________________________________________________ |

**Needs:**

- More Information
- Absentee Ballot
- Ride to the Polls
- Election Day Child Care

**Will support the campaign by:**

- Volunteering
- Canvassing
- Working to Get Out The Vote
- Making a Donation
- Phoning

**Additional Information:**

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Supervisor's Instructions for Phone Bank

As supervisor of the phone bank, you will be responsible for all the phoning activity, and the general productivity of the bank.

You will be calling from lists of voters in the targeted precincts. The phone bank coordinator will give your phoning lists to you.

You will be responsible for keeping your phones filled during all phoning hours.

You will need to hold a training session for your volunteers the first night. This need only last about one half-hour. Rehearse the phone message with them, instruct them in making the tally sheets, etc.

Be pleasant and courteous. Encourage your volunteers constantly. Reward good performance and be watchful for trouble areas for those making the calls.

It is your responsibility to total all tally sheets and compute the statistical evaluation sheets. Do this at the end of the shift.

Run shifts for four hours. Assign phone volunteers on a shift basis each day.

Collect special request forms periodically. Do not let them pile up. Refer them to whoever will do the follow-up with more information about the candidate.

If you have a problem, contact the main headquarters and ask for ________________.

Most phoning should take place during the evening hours (5:30 PM to 9:30 PM) and all day Saturday (10:00 AM to 9:00 PM). Daytime phoning during the week is an option, particularly if you are falling behind schedule.
**Sample ID Telephone Script**

"Good evening (morning or afternoon). May I speak with Mr./Ms. ________, please?
Mr./Ms. ________, my name is ________ and calling from Forum Consulting. We're conducting a survey to determine the choice of voters in this area. If the election for legislature were held today, would you vote for _________ or ___________? Thank you for your time."

Rate the voters on the phone sheets according to the following scale:

"1" Supports your candidate  
"2" Undecided  
"3" Supports an opponent  

Do not get into discussions with the voters. This will only take time away from making more calls. Only answer the most basic questions and do not discuss issues.

Remember to thank each individual spoken to when concluding the call.

Turn in your completed call sheets when finished. If you do not complete a call sheet, make sure it is clearly marked at the point you stopped. Keep any call sheets you did not complete separate.

Thank you for your effort in making your phone bank a success.
Sample Canvass Instruction Sheet

What you are doing.
We are canvassing homes in swing precincts to tell voters about our candidate, give them a piece of campaign literature and answer their questions.
We also want to register their preferences in this very important race. When the canvass is finished, the campaign will be delivering more literature to undecided voters.

How to do it.
This kit contains everything you will need:
The survey sheets - make sure you record the name, address and preference of the voters. A "1" supports your candidate, a "2" is undecided and a "3" supports the opponent.
The volunteer badge - wearing this badge will identify you as a campaign volunteer.
The candidate-briefing sheet - this will tell you about the candidate and what they stand for.
Campaign Brochures - give one of these to each voter.
The Q Slip - When you get a question you cannot answer, do not fake it. Just tell the voter that you are a volunteer, that you do not know the answer but that you will find out and get them the answer. Then fill out a "Q Slip" which will be processed at the campaign headquarters.
The Report - When you have finished, please fill out the Canvass Report so that you are able to quickly tally the results of the canvass and gage your progress.

What To Say
Remember that you are a personal Representative of the candidate. The words you say and the impression you make will have a big effect on the voter's decision.
Here is an outline of the canvassing message. You will need to go over it a few times to get it down in your own words.
Identify yourself.
"Good afternoon, my name is (your name), and I'm a volunteer for (candidate), who is running for Congress. May I speak with you for just a moment?"
Talk about the candidate.
"I'm working for (candidate) because (candidate) is an honest candidate with a good record of helping people in your community. I think that (candidate) is one of the few candidates you can trust these days."
Ask for question.
"We are conducting a people to people campaign because (candidate) wants to make sure the people know where (candidate) stands on the issues. Is there a particular issue you are concerned about?"
Offer Brochure
"Have you made up you mind about the election, (Mr./Ms. Voter)?" (If yes, determine their preference and conclude the conversation appropriately. In no, continue.)
"I would like to leave this brochure with you to tell you more about (candidate). Please consider voting for (candidate) on Election Day - (candidate) will be a great member of Congress. Thank you for your time."

Special Guidelines
You will find that almost everyone will be polite and willing to listen. If you contact an unfriendly person, do not argue - just terminate the conversation quickly.
If you have questions or problems, call (coordinator) at (phone number).
Sample Canvass Report

Rating System: "1" - Supporter, "2" - Leaning toward Candidate, "3" - Undecided, "4" - Unfavorable, "5" - Supporting Opponent, "R" - Refused to Answer, "X" - Not at Home.

Street Name: ________ Community: ______________ Precinct: ___ Polling Place: ___________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House #</th>
<th>Voter's Name</th>
<th>Phone #</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Follow Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample "Dear Friend" Card

Dear Friend,

Next Tuesday you have the opportunity to elect a new member of Congress who will be more effective at representing us in the capital.

I'm voting for (candidate) because she will work for better schools for all of your children. Please join me and vote for (candidate).

Sincerely,

(Volunteer's signature)
## Sample Scheduling Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Request:</th>
<th>Accept:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Made:</td>
<td>Reject:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Response:</td>
<td>Hold:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event:**

**Date:**

**Time:**

**Location:**

**Sponsoring Organization:**

**Address:**

**Phone:**

**Contact Person:**

**Address:**

**Phone:**

**Description of Program:**

**Number Expected to Attend:**

**Will Media Be Present?**

**Nature of Candidate's Participation:**

**Other Information:**
### Sample Fundraising Form

**Potential Donor Sheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work phone</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home phone</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in giving</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact to ask</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask for how much</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes of contact/calls/responses</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>____________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX G: STRATEGIC CAMPAIGN PLAN TEMPLATE

The following template is designed to help you pull all the information you have gathered together in one place and develop a comprehensive campaign plan. Much of the information should be compiled in the answers to the worksheets found within this manual.

Step One: Research

Briefly describe the Election Laws that will affect this election.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe the District in which you will be running.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe the Voters in the district.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe what has happened in past elections in this district.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe the factors that will influence this election.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe your Candidate.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe all the Viable Opponents.
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
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Step Two: Setting a Goal

The total population of the district is:

_____________________________________________________________________

The total number of voters is:

_____________________________________________________________________

Expected turnout in this election is:

_____________________________________________________________________

We will be guaranteed victory if you receive this many votes:

_____________________________________________________________________

We will have to communicate your message to this many homes in order to achieve this number of votes:

_____________________________________________________________________

Step Three: Targeting the Voters

Geographic Targeting

Based on past elections, your candidate can expect to do well in these parts of the district (our base area):

_____________________________________________________________________

Based in past elections, the opposition can expect to do well in these parts of the district (their base area):

_____________________________________________________________________

Based on past elections, the following areas of the district will be the swing areas where you will have to persuade the balance of the voters you need to win:

_____________________________________________________________________

Demographic Targeting

Our candidate can be considered to belong to the following demographic groups, which will be our base of support:

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

These other demographic groups can be expected to support our candidate for the following reasons:

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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All of these demographic groups make up the following percentage of the population:

In real numbers, this is the following number of votes:

We can expect to receive the following percentage of these votes:

In real numbers, this is the following number of votes:

If need be, you can also attract votes from the following collateral groups:

Our opponents can expect to attract their votes primarily from the following demographic groups:

Voter Analysis

Members of your target audience share the following Values:

Members of your target audience share the following Attitudes:

Members of your target audience share concerns about the following Issues:

Members of your target audience share the same desire for the following Leadership Qualities:
Step Four: The Campaign Message

The Message Box

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What We Say About Us</th>
<th>What We Say About Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What They Say About Us</th>
<th>What They Say About Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Campaign Message

The following is a one-minute statement that answers the question "why are you running for this office?"
The Message Check
This message meets all of the criteria:
____ Is it short?
____ Is it truthful and credible?
____ Is it persuasive and important to voters?
____ Does it show contrast with your opponents?
____ Is it clear and does it speak to the heart?
____ Is it directed at your target audience?

Does the following support your message?
____ The candidates biography
____ Stories about the candidate
____ The campaign slogan
____ The campaign logo
____ Endorsements
____ The party message

Key Issues of the Electorate
The following are the most important issues to your target audience:
1.)

2.)

3.)
Our campaign is best positioned to focus on the following issues and will relate them to the campaign message in the following way:

1.)

2.)

3.)

Step Five: Voter Contact

In general, we intend to communicate our message to the voters using the following methods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Group</th>
<th>Method to Reach Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following are your specific voter contact goals which, when achieved, will guarantee victory.

Description of Activity 1 with a Quantifiable Goal:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Activity 2 with a Quantifiable Goal:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Activity 3 with a Quantifiable Goal:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Activity 4 with a Quantifiable Goal:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Activity 5 with a Quantifiable Goal:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Campaign Timeline
The following is your campaign timeline, which outlines all of the activities the campaign intends to complete. Each activity is assigned a coordinator, the number of people needed to complete the task, and a cost.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Coordinator and Volunteers</th>
<th>Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Week Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Coordinator and</td>
<td>Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight Weeks Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Coordinator and</td>
<td>Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Months Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Months Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Months Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Months Before Election Day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Campaign Structure

These people will have the following roles in the campaign:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Campaign Budget

The total cost of all the voter contact activities is:

The total administrative cost (headquarters, staff, office machines, etc.) is:

The total research cost is:

Adding all of these costs together, you will spend the following amount on this campaign:
EVALUATION FORM
The National Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI) is working throughout the world to strengthen democratic institutions and pluralistic values in new and emerging democracies. This work includes assisting broad-based political parties that are vehicles for public policy debates.

We are constantly trying to improve the services we provide. Therefore, your input is important. Please take the time to evaluate this manual and let us know how we can make it better.

Please return the completed evaluation form to:
National Democratic Institute - Moscow
P.O. Box 178
Moscow, Russia 103051

What particular sections of this manual are most helpful in planning your campaign?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

What particular sections of this manual were not helpful in planning your campaign?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

What particular sections of this manual were not clear and could use better explanation?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

How could we improve this manual in future editions?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________